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Attack On
Union Wages
Draws Fire

SEATTLE—With the Teamster's Union, the Central
abor Council, the Metal Trades and the Maritime Federation united in a battle to keep the metal trades wage scales
ad working conditions intact in their strike against the
• laska Steamship Company, Seattle, presented an ex.. ple of powerful solidarity this week.

Price 5c

NEGOTIATIONS OPEN
IN SEATTLE FOR
1939 SALMON SEASON

Vlaritime Federation - Central
itabor Council - Teamsters
upport Metal Trades
United Action of Organized Labor
Protects Union Wage Scales
By Stopping Alaska Steam

SEATTLE. — Why should
certain organizations attempt
to break down the union
wage scales and working
conditions of another union?
Why is the present attack
upon the Metal Trades looked upon as an attempt to revive the phoney "Seafarers'
Federation" which has already done such an ignoble
flop?

_The metal trades scale is $1.154.
hour.
ly, of the International LongshoreThat is the scale that is being
men and Warehousemen's District
.tacked by the Alaska Steam, to
No. 1.
Whom support is being given by
The Metal Trades acting secre'.1cials of the Masters, Mates and
▪ eta, the MEBA, the SUP, and tary, J. J. Featherstone, re-stated
le Marine Firemen here. The the stand of the Metal Trades
Council: That it seeks nothing
4,..M&P scale is 80c an hour.
more from the Alaska Steamship
These were the questions being
„This is strictly an AFL fight to
Company than it has already ob- asked here by rank and file mariaintain wages and working contained from all other shipyard and time workers when a move led by
ditions and it is felt that the solid
marine repair plants in Seattle and Captain Mays, of the Masters,
)nt of the
Teamsters, Central vicinity—a regular Metal Trades
Mates and Pilots, Local 90, was
Labor Council, Maritime Federaagreement and wage scale, plus called in the MEBA hall here on
SAN FRANCISCO—Here is an inm and Metal Trades, will prove
the retroactive pay for the 300 men Tuesday to make threats against stance of farm groups standing
impregnable.
who were locked out.
the Metal Trades.
with organized labor to see that a
yhe Teamsters and the Central
The meeting was attended by labor man, Germain Bulcke, presiThe Maritime Federation delegaLabor Council have placed the
representatives of the MEBA, Fire- dent of ILWU 1-10, is appointed to
jaska Steam on their unfair list. tion, in turn, reiterated their stand:
.c-ae employers have made no at- That they had endorsed this strike men, SUP and Marine Cooks and the Harbor Commission.
Stewards.
Bulcke's appointment, already
tampt to send the teamsters as a legitimate strike action against
At the meeting Capt. Mays urged made by Governor Olson, has not
the
for
working
Company
better
ough the picket lines, which is
conditions and wages, and that they passage of motion that the organ- yet been ratified by a reactionary
also supported by the
Federation.
izations represented notify the Senate, which wants nothing but
•A delegation from the Maritime would lend the full support of the
Metal Trades and the employers bankers to be appointed to political
Maritime Federation.
Federation met Tuesday with a
that they would not relinquish any posts and which is bucking Olsoli's
One spokesman for the Metal
mmittee from the Metal Trades
work on any vessel while vessels plan to bring the New Deal to Cali(Jouncil and reiterated
the stand Trades groups prointed out that the are afloat.
fornia.
,eviously taken by the District question of jurisdiction had been
If assurance of this was not givThe following resolution shows
auncil that they will support the deliberately raised during the meeten, the motion said, the organiza- the developing solidarity between
Metal Trades in their strike against ing with the employers last Thurstions at the meeting would picket farm and labor groups in Califor:3 Alaska Steamship Company.
day solely for the purpose of conall shipyards in the Puget Sound nia:
The Metal Trades Council has fusing the issue; namely, so it
vicinity.
WHEREAS: The Grange is inasistently maintained that their would appear that it was a jurisThe motion WAS opposed by Joe terested in having a capable and
dictional
Strike against the Alaska Steambeef rather than a strike
Harris, of the Marine Cooks and efficient San Francisco Harbor
113 Company is for a Metal Trades against the company for just deStewards. Harris also bucked an- Board to maintain effective flow of
mands.
It did, in fact, create so
agreement and wage scale such as
other motion that the question be agricultural products and is furpy now have with all shipyards much confusion that the picket line referred to each individual organi- ther interested in cooperation
bereleased
was
from
Pier 2 and as a
marine repair yards in Seattle
zation for their endorsement and tween the two producing groups,
and vicinity with the single excep- result
)
, several vessels have been
that delegates with power to act farmer and labor, for the benefit of
, _Ai of the Alaska Steamship Com- freed.
be chosen if these endorsements both, and
Dany, which has stubbornly reHowever, today's meeting made were forthcoming.
WHEREAS: Governor Olson has
3ed to sign an agreement.
It unmistakably clear that the quesImmediately, following this meet- appointed George Setilmeyer, J. F.
In addition, the Metal Trades tion of jurisdiction does not enter
ing, the organizations, with the ex- Marias and Germain Bulcke to the
luridl demands retroactive pay the picture; but that it is a strike ception of the Marine Cooks and San Francisco Harbor
Board, and
tor the 300 men locked out
of the against the Alaska Steamship Com(Continued on Page 7)
since J. F. Marias, as importer and
est Seattle yards by the company pany for the purpose of obtaining
exporter, is qualified to represent
'nen the Masters Mates and Pilots better working conditions and
the business interests, George Sehlengineered their recent lone-star wages.
meyer, as master of the California
Ike.
A picket line was established
Included in the Maritime Federa- around Pier 2 by the Metal Tides
delegation Tuesday, which met this morning, where the SS CorSAN FRANCISCO — William T.
In the Labor Temple,
were H. R. dova was prepared to begin load- Henneberry has been elected re- 1dges and Matt Meehan, presi- ing. Work did not start and the cording secretary of Lodge No. 68,
o6nt a n d secretary, respective- Cordova is now tied up.
I. A. M., replacing D. D. Donovan.

Henneberry New
Official of I. A. M.

Longshoremen
Defeat
Chiseling

SEATTLE—Two more meetings
One of the chief items of discusof the coordinating committee of sion was the question of longshore
the canned salmon industry have work. After a lengthy discussion,
been held since the last issue of the following mation was passed:
the Voice. The first of these, held That the coordinating committee
on the 14th, recommended that all recommends to all component ororganizations go for the ILWU ganizations that they insert a
district longshore clause for all clause stating that all longshore
longshore work performed in Alas-. work be given to members of Maka. It was further recommended ritime Federation affiliates and
that all organizations insert in. further recommends that the status
their demands the picket line, quo remain on longshore work done
clause contained in the AFU agree-:. by members of Maritime Federament.
tion affiliates in the past.
At today's meeting (February 20)
Negotiations have already begun
the agreement the AFU will submit for negotiation to the packers In Seattle, the negotiating committee from the Maritime Federation
was carefully gone over.
In the main, it met with the ap- opening preliminary negotiations
proval of the coordinating commit- with the packers at 2:30 p. m. this
tee, but several changes were recafternoon.
onunended, which will be referred
J. F. Jurich was the Maritime
back to the menbership of the
AFU.
. Federation observer.

Farm Group Backs Fight
For Bulcke Appointment

NO.

SAN FRANCISCO—From the very first time the threat
of government hiring halls appeared—during the 1936-37
No. 38
strike—the Maritime Federation has led a consistent fight
for the outlawing of these fink halls that are designed to
destroy maritime unions.
Last year the maritime unions were able to introduce
a bill to amend the Merchant Marine Act of 1936 to take
away the power of the Maritime Commission to set up such
hiring halls.

State Grange, is a fitting representative to guard the welfare of the
farmer, and Germain Bulcke, as
president of the San Francisco
longshoremen, is especially qualified through his connections to insure labor cooperation, and
WHEREAS: The united efforts
of these three groups are necessary
for the prosperity of each and every
one, and

SEATTLE—As the result
of a beef participated in by
the super-militant SUP delegate on the SS A. M. Baxter
last Friday (Feb. 24th), the
Labor Board handed down a
decision that any time in the
future a replacement is to
be made on a steamschooner
loading or discharging cargo,
that replacement must come
from theILWU Hall.
On the Baxter, the 3rd Mate, who
was ill, laid off for the day. The
captain ordered a man from the
ILWU Hall. A sailor was put to
work tending the hatch. The longshoremen worked two hours (from
8 to 10 a.m.) at the regular longshore scale of wages, 95 cents an
hour. The deck delegate, upon
learning of this, raised a hue and
cry, demanding that a man be hired
from the SUP Hall.
The captain, desiring no trouble,
complied with the demand of the
SUP delegate and discharged the
longshoreman, replacing him with
a man from the Slt1P Hall, WHO
WORKED AT THE SAILORS
RATE OF 80 CENTS AN HOUR
FOR THE BALANCE OF THE
DAY.
ILWU, Local 1-19, incensed at
this action, took the matter up with
the Labor Board. The Board handed down the verdict that the man
originally hired from the ILWU
Hall be paid a full day's wages at
the ILWU rate of pay.
In addition, the Board's decision
was that any time in the future
when a replacement is to be made
upon a steamschooner loading or
discharging, the replacement be
made from the ILWU Hall.
It doesn't always pay to be so
"militant," especially when such
"militancy" involves working for
less than the /regular rate for that
type of work.

WHEREAS: Those opposing
these appointments are attempting
to handicap the duly elected OlsonPatter-son administration,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the Monterey Bay
Grange, No. 492, urge the endorsement by the State Senate of Governor Olson's nominees, namely,
George Sehlmeyer, Germain Bulcke
and J. F. Marias,
AND FURTHER BE IT RESOLVED: That the recording secretary
send copies of this resolution to
Governor Olson, Lt. Gov. Patterson,
State Grange Master, Monterey and
New Deal Senator
San Benito Granges, Monterey CenClarifies What
tral Labor Council, San Francisco
Roosevelt Said
Longshoremen, St at e Senator
The following letter, from Senator
Tickle, State Assemblyman WeyLewis Schwellenbach, one of the
bret and to the press.
leading News Dealers—who may
Jas. R. Flaws, Master,
soon be appointed to the Supreme
Mrs. Mabel Isakson, Sec'y
Court bench—shows the Administration's stand on foreign policy:
"Dear Mr. Hannon:
"I appreciate your letter of February 6th. The following is a concise statement of the foreign policy
which President Roosevelt made on
February 3, 1939:
"'The foreign policy has not
changed, and is not going to change.
The following story was writ- neat profit and leaving the bulk of
It can be summed up briefly in four
ten by the office of the Simon J. the richest produce in the world to points:
Lubin Society of California, the rot where it grew . . . making it
"'No. 1—We are against any enImpossible for the cities to obtain
tangling alliances, obviously.
organization in that state devoted
these products at decent prices.
"'No. 2—We are in favor of the
to the small farmer's interests.
The small farmer after several maintenance of world trade for
Unity between labor and farm- years of the Prorate is about to be
everybody — all nations—including
ers is essential in the fight wiped out. The Charlie McIntoshs ourselves.
against Fascism, Secretary of of Montgomery Street are seeing to
"'No. 3—We are in complete symAgriculture Wallace said recently. it that the small farmer will even- pathy with any and every effort
Unity in the prorate fight and the tually turn his ranch over to them.
made to reduce or limit armaments.
fink hall fight between these two
Charlie McIntosh, member of the
"No. 4—As a Nation—as Amerigroups is beginning. The Asso- Committee of 43 and director of the can people—we are sympathetic
ciated Farmers and the Water- Merchant's Exch ang e, of the
with the peaceful maintenance of
front Employers are composed of Oceanic and Oriental Navigation political, economic and social indethe same financial interests.
Company which is tied to the Amer'- pendence of all nations in the
* ,*
ircaat.
e
n Hawaiian and Matson Lines world.'
. . . is a symbol of the kind of
"Yours very truly,
There is no war in California .
monopoly which is behind the pro"Lewis B. Schwellenbach."
there is no famine in California .
no ... not on the surface. But what
Now the farmers are organizii4
lies behind the miles of vines, rich
with ripe grapes . acres of lucious into the Farmers League for Profruits . . . acres of vegetables ... rate Repeal . . .
So the farmers organized themfor which the city workers and
their kids have a crying need . .. selves in self defense, into the
for which they must pay high Farmers League for Prorate ReSEATTLE—When the WPA appeal • . . went to Sacramento 500
prices or go without?
The bulk of these necessities of strong'- last week to tell their as- propriation bill was before Conlife never get as far as the city semblymen and senators in the In- gress, Congressman John M. Cofereim.
at any price. They lie rotting on th
m Committee hearings on Agri- fee, of this state, made a powerful
the trees . . . the vines • . . along culture, what had been done to appeal for an increased appropriation. In an excellent speech to the
the ground. Why? They are "surSuch questions as "Why are Stan- Congress, he asked for $1,500,000,plus/" That is what the leaders of
the Associated Farmers tell us ..
dard Oil and the Bank of America 000, witch was a figure considerthat is what the monopoly interests so interested in this?" flooded the ably higher than the Administraalong Montgomery street tell us. floor. The League was instrumental tion was asking.
District Council No. 1 sent CofThey must be sold at a fixed price. in having two bills for repeal introThis is Prorate. This is the Prorate duced into the last session of the fee a letter thanking him for his
Act which fixes the price on the Legislature . . . one by Senators efforts in securing relief for the
farmers' crops, supposedly .. but Shelley and Kenney and the other unemployed of this country.
what it actually does is to dictate by Senator Jesperson ... and now
to the farmer how much of his crop the League is looking to all procan be marketed . .. the rest to be gressive organizations and trade
thrown into a "pool" as sub-stan- unions for help bn the passage of
SEATTLE—The District Council
dard "surplus" fruit and vegetables. these bills when they come up after
• So the farmer's good harvest goes reconvention March 6th.
upon learning that Congressman
Into, the "pool" for which he reThe League was organized in Mon Wallgren had introduced the
ceives nothing; in fact he pays for January with L. S. Hunn, olive Union Hiring Hall Bill into Conthe privilege—as high as $15 a ton! grower from Lindsay, elected presi- gress, dispatched an air mail letter
and the monopolies sell the "pool" dent; Mrs. A. M. S. Kinsler of Red- expressing the thanks of the Counproduce to the packers and canners wood Valley. secretary; Leonard cil and of organized labor of the
at their, own prices . . making a Rubino of San Jose, vice president.' Northwest and the Pacifip Coast,

Foreign Policy

THE PRORATE RACKET

TEAMSTERS-FEDERATION JOIN TO
SUPPORT CHECKERS' AGREEMENT
Employers Threaten Lockout If Union
Does Not Allow Them To Break Contract
SAN FRANCISCO.—"My boys aren't going through
i anybody's picket line."
This straightforward statement by Joe Tavis, business agent of the Teamsters' Union, Local 70, was
indicative of the united labor support given the Ship
Clerks' Association, Local 1-34, ILWU, in their beef
with the Encinal Terminal at Alameda this week.

take charge of the Alameda situation he took off his sheep's clothing and told the Clerks they would
have to go back to work—or else.

The Clerks have offered to call
off the picket line at once; to conroller Taxis' statement, follow-+
tinue operations under the terms
Id by refusal of teamsters, steam- Gregory Harrison, that smooth ornaof their agreement of March 30,
ters and longshoremen to pass ment to the legal profession, for
1937; to continue negotiations for
through the Clerks' pickets, brought several loops:
30 days, endeavoring to arrive at a
:ueals of rage from the employers.
"There are picket lines and picket mutually satisfactory solution. *
Nothing so brazen has been tried lines," Arbitrator Morse said.
This is too much like living up
Little Almond Roth and his
the agreement for the Employto
"There
legitimate
are
picket
lines
sang for a long time.
ers
to like it. So far, they've turnThey threaten to tie up the port and Illegitimate picket lines. This
ed it down.
by Friday, unless the Clerks will happens to be a legitimate picket
Maybe, on Friday, when they see
:.1,ow them to break the agreement: line.
just how tough all the organizations
The threat was made by F. C.
"The longshoremen are not in involved are going to be—they will
yegory, of the Dock Checkers' As- violation of their contract by redecide to keep their word and live
hciciation, in a letter to the Clerks. fusing to 'pass this picket line.
up to the contract.
.The Clerks, meanwhile, ask only
"The operator declared he would
The Grievance Committee handl4:t the employers live up to the use strike-breakers for clerks in
ing the Clerks' negotiations with
agreement—something that Little the event the longshoremen did go
the employers are -Catiarles Becker,
.lsond and his mob hate to do.
through the line.
Business Agent; Fred Baumgartner,
The battle is, of course, over
"This arbitrator will not be a Secretary; Ed Whelan, Vice-Presi'„Iseling by the employers, who party to breaking any strike."
dent; C. R. Cassin, Chairman of the
ti.ave refused to pay for standby
Stunned, but not yet licked by Executive Board; James Russo,
0, refuse to pay proper overtime
this decision, the employers issued
Mike Johnson and Carl Heyum.
aild have used apprentices to do the their "we'll break off relations"
Thursday, a meeting has been
ork of journeymen clerks.
letter to the Clerks. It was seen
arranged between the two groups
')rhe employers were made desper- as an attempt to frighten the rank
by Walter Mathewson, concialitor
ate first by a ruling handed down and file when the letter was posted
attached to the U. S. Dept. of Labor.
Wayne Morse, U. S. Department on the docks two hours before it
Of Labor arbitrator. Morse had was delivered to the union hall.
The number of labor spies in
Little Almond Roth then entersummoned to the Alameda
docks by the employers, who had ed the picture. He had just re- trade unions is estimated by the
ld him that the picket line was turned from a trip around the coun- Sub-Committee on Education and
dot a legitimate one and that they try—a speaking tour on which he
Labor as being 40,000. The employould have to use scabs.
told everybody how fair the San
are estimated to spend $80,ers
'' His ruling, after taking a look at Francisco employers were to the
000,000
on this type of service per
the pickets and talking to all con- employees.
rned, knocked Mr. Gregory and

Immediately upon his return to year.

Labor and Farmers Must Be
United To Defeat the
Bankers Who Fight Them

Council Thanks
Coffee for Support
Of Relief Grant

Council Backs
Wallgren Bill

Because the marine unions were+
not united and could not agree "The
Federation is extremely grateven on a program for such a ified at
the response that has alfundamental issue, William Green ready been felt.
There must not be
was able to send a telegram to any
letting down. Fink halls strike
Senator Copeland and, speaking for at the
very root and branch of our
-the ISU, demand that Congress kill union life."
the anti-fink hall bill because, he
Eugene Burke, secretary of the
said, "The AFL is unalterably opposed to the principle of union Marine Cooks and Stewards Association, and Germain Bulcke, preshiring halls."
ident of ILWU 1-10, were among
This year, the Maritime Federa- the first maritime
leaders here to
tion, working jointly with the NMU speak in favor
of action to support
has reintroduced a similar bill by the bill.
Congressman Mon Wallgren, of
The action of the SUP in supWashington.
porting the fight against the finit
This bill, H. R. 4051, will outlaw halls that was
launched by the Magovernment fink halls.
ritime Federation, came after SecThe marine unions have less to retary Hannon
had sent Lundeberg
fear from the ISU this year. Harry a letter urging
joint action in the
Lundeberg, secretary of the SUP, Federation's
program.
at the headquarters meeting of the
"Regardless of what differences
Sailors' Union, Monday, February
20, adopted a motion to support the of opinion there may be between
various sections of maritime workWallgren amendment.
ers, this is one fight we must all
FEARS DIMINISHED
support if our unions are not to be
With the united action of the destroyed," Hannon wrote LundeMaritime Federation, the NMU and berg.
the SUP — which latter group
SPLIT DISASTROUS
speaks apparently in the name of
"Last year the split in the labor
the AFL—it is possible that even
William Green this time may not movement defeated our attempts to
line up with the Maritime Com- have this measure adopted, but we
mission and the employers to fight sincerely hope that all groups, rethe principle of union hiring halls gardless of affiliation, will throw
their full support behind this fight
for marine workers.
to outlaw government fink halls.
The Maritime Federation's legInasmuch as your organization
islative activities in this session of
meets tonight we are sending this
Congress will revolve around this
letter by messenger so that you
fight to outlaw government fink
may take immediate action on it."
halls.
The resolution sent out by Hannon pointed out that the Wagner
Act gave all workers the right to
choose their own collective bargaining agencies; that the maritime workers have helped stabilize the American Merchant Marine
Hannon's plea met a quick reby providing crews that carry out
sponse Tuesday night at the meetthe best traditions of American
ing of •Disavlob Council No. 2, when
seamen.
a committee, later to be enlarged,
"The first arm of national dewas set up to broaden the camfense," the resolution also said,
paign against fink halls.
The Federation has already mail- "is a strong American Merchant
ed copies of the bill, an explana- Marine. Ships must be manned by
tion of it, and resolutions support- Crews enjoying every right and
ing it to every ship in the West privilege of American citizens—so
Coast trade, asking crews and the that the American Merchant Mamembers of all unions to help the rine may be invaluable for the defense of our democracy and against
battle.
"It is the fight of every member Fascist aggression in these troubof organized labor," Hannon said. lous times."
"We must," said Secretary Bruce
Hannon, "develop the broadest possible support through our District
Councils and affiliated organizations to demand that Congress pass
this measure.

Union Leaders Request
Broad Support For
Wallgren Amendment
By E. F. BURKE
Sec'y, Marine Cooks and Stewards
The Marine Cooks and Stewards have consistently
fought the Maritime Commission's attempts to throttle
maritime workers through the use of government hiring halls.
We intend to carry the Maritime Federation's fight
for the passage of Congressman Wallgren's bill that
will outlaw these government hiring halls to the fullest extent of our Union's strength and resources.
We ask all unions and all progressive groups to cooperate with us in this campaign by writing or wiring
the House Merchant Marine Committee demanding
passage of H. R. 4051.
• * * *
By GERMAIN BULCKE
President, ILWU 1-10
It has always been the policy of our organization
to fight for union hiring halls. Our battle has helped
to establish union hiring halls on the Pacific Coast.
We feel that this issue should have the united support of all trade unions,inasmuch as union hiring halls
are a basic principle of organized labor.
H. R. 4051 cannot fail to receive the united support
of all progressive trade unions. It is the job of every
such group and every individual member to contact
their Senators and Congressmen and see that this bill
is given solid support.

Nazism for Workers
Goering's New Decree
The decree strengthened the preBERLIN, Feb. 13.—The preamble
to Goerings forced labor decree vious legal provisions denying
workers the right to change their
said:
jobs without the special permisunpostponable
"The execution of
sion of the State. The opportunity
tasks having special significance for
to earn better wages will not be
the policies of the State must not
recognized as a sufficient reason
be endangered through lack of labor
for a change of job.
power.
The previous milder decree had
"For the performance of such
tasks the possibility must exist of provided that drafts of men for
drafting inhabitants of the Reich service to the State should be temterritory for work and of making porary. The new decree provides
firmer ties which bind workers to that they can be drafted at State

a Owen

place ot work,"

wages indefinitely
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VOICE of the FEDERATION

Two

•
1
WAGES

CREW'S ACTION
MC&S On M. S. Californian
Urge Action On LaFollette
Probe, WPA, Shipping Act
M. S. Californian,
At Sea,
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
LET CONGRESS HEAR VOICE
OF MARITIME WORKERS.

Editor, Voice of the Federation:
It was only a few weeks ago that I had stated in my
letter then which "in all probability is my final one" but
somehow this program of unity the Voice of the Federation advocates had made a deep impression on me and
there's something within me that has given me a strong
desire to do my part in contributing articles to the paper
in the interest of unity in the Maritime labor movement.
WORKERS PROTECTION
The Maritime Federation is truly
of great importance to the welfare
of the maritime workers for in the
unions comprising it the Federation makes it possible for the rank
and file, to have a solid, united
labor front; this gives the workers
protection against any action on
the part of some employer who
might attempt to chisel on the conditions of any union or unions affiliated to the Federation.
Without the maritime unions
having been solidly united withIn the Federation for now nearly
five years it is doubtful if they
could have maintained the better
conditions and wages won in '34.
This is a well known fact that
cannot be denied.
SOLIDARITY WATCHWORD
The maritime industry is one industry particularly where industrial unionism is always a vital
necessity because the workers have
practically the same employers;
and it is truly an industry where
SOLIDARITY with the slogan AN
INJURY TO ONE IS AN INJURY
TO ALL should be a reality—ft
great and fine principle to always
signify just what it stands for.
VITAL PART MISSING
Today there is a vital portion of
the maritime labor movement that
is missing in the set-up of the Federation, something which is of great
significance in enabling the maritime workers to have a solid, united front against the employers this
next September—ts labor front so
tremendously strong it would be
considered un-breakable.

members to send in their names
endorsing re-affiliation to the Federa tion.
Believe me, Harry Lundeberg, or
no Harry Lundeberg, such rank
and file pressure as this would be
something that COULD NOT BE
IGNORED.

We, the undersigned members
of the crew of the M. S. Californian (Stewards Department), have
sent the following letter to Senator Downey, and appeal to all
readers of the Voice of the Federation, NMU Pilot and crews of
all ships and all maritime workers, to wire or write immediately
to their congressional representatives and urge them to take action on these im`portant matters:
Hon. Sheridan Downey,
Sir:

1940 CRUCIAL YEAR
Many of us will say that 1940
will be the year when maritime
labor more than ever before will
need to be on guard. But it is
better to have unity achieved now
before next September arrives so
that the unions will be fully prepared for 1940 regardless what
form of administration there may
be—Democrat or Republican.
OBSERVATIONS
Several weeks ago I took a little
trip for I wanted to see some of
the ILWU locals here in the Northwest. My little journey took me
down to Olympia, Aberdeen, Raymond, across the Columbia River
to Astoria, Oregon and then up to
Portland.
In a way I was glad for taking
this trip and seeing all these locals
because it gave me a better understanding of conditions in these various ports as well as just how they
were getting along. I found that
Portland Local 1-8 and Aberdeen
Local 1-24, particularly, to be very
progressive and democratic.
ONE THIRD OF NATION
As we all know the lumber market to the Orient has dropped tremendously and this decrease in
lumber shipments has had a great
effect on the Aberdeen local; as a
matter of fact this slump in the
lumber market has affected all of
Grays Harbor.
I was down in Aberdeen for a
few days just before Christmas
and I saw little children playing
around and it seemed that they
were ill-clothed—the stockings on
their small feet that had stood
a lot of tear and shoes nearly
worn out. Believe me, when you
see scenes like that then you can
really understand just what President Roosevelt meant when he
made that well-publicized statement: "One-third of the nation
are ill-fed, one-third RI-clothed,
and one-third ill housed."

SUP VITAL
The Sailors' Union of the Pacific Is the vital portion of the
maritime labor movement that Is
needed In the Federation so that
the unions can have greater
strength against whatever move
the employers might make in the
future in any attempt to take
away the better conditions won
In the past.
RANK AND FILE CONTROL
Some people say "man makes
Organization." Now I believe there
is room for argument on that point.
If we are to say "Man makes organisation" that appears to much
like individuality; but when we say
"Men make organization" then ALL MUST WORK FOR UNITY
that, brother, is SOMETHING—it's
Let us all do our part in working
RANK AND FILE.
out a constructive program towards
the same goal, labor unification.
RE-AFFI LI ATION
Now what I'm driving at Is Let us hope that this unity in the
this: It's rank and file which labor movement shall be here permake all unions and the SUP is manently so that after we are gone,
the next generation can carry on
no exception. Seems that It is
about time rank and file pres- In labor's cause. And for all the
maritime workers to wear the Fedsure In the Sailors' Union should
exert Itself on such an important eration buttons—those buttons are
matter as re-affiliation to the a symbol of SOLIDARITY, a great
Maritime Federation—an issue principle that gives the maritime
that concerns their very welfare unions tremendous strength against
In the future.
the employers.
And so let this loyalty for the
WANTS ENDORSEMENT
of the Maritime Federprinciples
a
suggestion.
offer
I'd like to
Why not in the editorial columns ation always live deep down in
all our hearts, each and every
of the "Voice" have an article in
regards to the Sailors' Union re- one of us, and regardless to whataffiliating to the Federation, Why ever the opposition might be—
not print an open letter to the rank let us all have the courage to
and file of the SUP inquiring if carry on to a greater and strongthey desire the SUP to re-affiliate er Maritime Federation.
Fraternally,
to the Maritime Federation; if so
RAY WROTEN, MTW. 510.
then invite all SUP rank and file

Please insist on:
1. Appropriation f o r
Committee probe.

LaFollette

2. Full amount for WPA as recommended by President Roosevelt.
3. That no funds be allowed the
Dies Committee.
4. On lifting of embargo against

democratic Spain.
5. On placing an embargo against
Japan.
6. That there be no revision in the
Wagner Act.
7. Supporting Senator Wallgren's
amendment (Shipping Commissioners Act).
STEWARDS LAUD VOICE OF
FEDERATION AND NMU PILOT:
We greet and thank the Voice
of the Federation and the NMU
Pilot for the valuable work they
are doing in presenting the basic
issues and problems confronting
organized maritime labor and
urge all seamen to bring these
papers aboard their respective
ships at every opportunity. Hoping to see this published in its
entirety, we are—
Fraternally,
B. VAN LAEKEN, No. 292.
W. REES, No. 1200.
LEONARD PEREZ, No. 946.
W. 0. EGBERT, No. 5492.
VICTOR CLARK, No. 760.
JOSEPH MOORE, No.
FRED E. PRUTZ, No. 944.

International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 p. m.
Convention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp Sts.
Executive Committee, 2nd and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
p. m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattei, President.
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon,
Buser ,s Agents.
T. %, Howard, Financial Secretary.
Wm. B. Peterson, Recording
Secretary.

Support the New Deal With
United Strength.
-*

Bay & River Bargemen
& Powerboatmen
Local 1-22, ILWU.
Meetings—lst and 3rd Sundays, 10 a. m., 84 Embarcadero.
Manuel Baptiste, President and
Filminess Manager. GArfield 1904.
Correra, Dispatcher,
William
GArfield 1904,

Editor:
It is at times very hard indeed
to get up on the floor of the firemen's meeting and express youropinions to a. satisfactory degree.
This is true, particularly when we
are dealing with figures as we did
in our last meeting regarding the
overtime scandal on the Coastwise
Line ships.
Nevertheless, I do hope this
discussion 'brought to your attention the facts and figures in my
letter to the "Voice" last week.

AN ALASKAN VISITOR
LOOKS AT THE STATES
Editor:
As a visitor to the States from
the land they call Alaska, I am
amazed at the progress and advance that has been made in the
last few years by creating minds
of men—a creation wonderful to
look upon and naturally a person
looking upon it all will wonder, is
it for the benefit of mankind now
and for generations to come that
man's brains have been able to
conceive the idea of making a new
world in that they have created
and lifted us out of the Dark Ages
to the ever increasing light that is
challenging Nature itself.
But will men ever overcome
Nature; that is the question that
has never been answered and as
long as that has not been answered I hope that this what I
have seen in San Francisco—this
wonderful shaping, planning and
building of minds—can be controlled by the creation to the extent that it will be helpful to
mankind in place of turning it
over to greed and speculation
scruples enough to use this wonderful evolution and science to
destroy everything, yes, even
Life itself.
As we look and wonder what will
be next, we imagine that if all
this wonderful display was created just for the benefit of man it
would be a wonderful world to

good health; but I have not heard
of the thousands who were left
behind up there who did not
strike it.
They are all there except those
who have gone over the Divide and
no one knows where. But we still
have many of the old timers among
us and many others who have followed in later years. This the people of Alaska as a whole have in
the past and are now more than
ever decided on to support the
desire of the majority to make
Alaska, the land of their adoption,
a land worth while to live in.

be sin.
For surely it would eliminate the
pain, the misery of being in want,
mut I fail to see where any of the
contraptions created by man have
ever been turned over to mankind
as a whole for their benefit.
It has generally been capitalized
by individuals or by corporations
for their personal interest to the
extent that we have more starving
men and women and more undernourished children in this, our beloved U. S. A., now than history
has ever recorded before. The question must arise and should be
studied by each individual what is
the reason. For a reason for it
there must be.
As I stated before, I came from
Alaska and here are many who
would like to know what .the
conditions up there are like and
I have told the truth of my experience in Alaska for nearly 40
years. I have met people since I
came out who made good around
40 years ago in the beginning of
the great stampede to that neverto-be-forgotten land and are now
enjoying the rest of their lives
in sunny California and I am
sure the Alaskans wish them all

Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
Maritime Federation.
Regular meetings at Druids
Temple, 44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p. m., 4th Thursday, 8
p. m.
Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249,
phone ATwater 1993.
B. Johansen, President.
C. Jurchan, Recording Secretary.
M. Eastman, Corresponding
Secretary,
G. Mathias, Treasurer.

ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS.

For the benefit of those who did
not see this issue allow me to state
the case briefly.
Brother O'Sullivan states that we
are to have a deck engineer on the
six Coastwise Line ships, thus putting six of our men to work. In
short, this means that Most of the
overtime, which amounts to approximately $55 per month per man,
would be eliminated as this would
affect 36 oilers and firemen. We
find by using elementary arithmetic that we have lost $23,760 for
overtime in one year, and minus
the six engineers pay at $85 a
month we have what might be called a total loss of $16,920 per year.
Since these ships carry four
assistant engineers now, with
one on day work doing the deck
engineer's repair work, it is logically rumored that the fourth
assistant engineers would be dispensed with. As fourth assistants
pay Is $130 a month, the six engineers would lose $9,360 a year.
But calm yourself, brothers, our
next loss is only $4,320, which the
cooks' union would lose if the

They have had God-given resources aplenty and as such were
not concerned in its welfare, but
tried to get rich quick and get out
to follow the would-be lucky ones,
but as the years go by they find
themselves less surrounded with
the past plenty.

San Francisco Union Meetings
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Watertenders' & Wipers' Assn.
V. J. Malone, Secretary —
Thursdays at 7 p. m., 58 Commercial St., Tel. DOughts 5650,
San Francisco Dispatche r,
DOuglas 7593.

MFOWW Opinion
On Coastwise
Line Change

Their game is gone and in
many places the fish are gone,
like everything else, by wanton
destruction by every appliance
invented by man for profit and
profit only.
As the gold bearing regions of
Alaska are fairly well known and
by the present transportation now
in practice, namely airplane, it is
no longer a poor man's game. They
have therefore no other resource
to fall back on than fishing.
Knowing now that fishing is
the main artery of income both to
the individuals as well as the
only resource of importance to
the government of the Territory,
therefore don't wonder at the
people of Alaska that they insist
on preserving their lifeblood now
and for the future.
Experience has taught them both
in Bering Sea and other places in
Alaska that fish traps are the most
destructive implements or gear that
ever were invented and that is due
tume the traps will destroy any
and all species of fish wherever
they are operated.
Alaska needs both Labor and
Capital, but if any of the two
parties think that they can force
their will on Alaska by employing such gear and implements
that might lead to the destruction of Alaska's future we advise
them to stay away.
HILBERT, ANDERSEN,
Agent, AFU, Snag Pt.
Branch, Bristol Bay,
Alaska.

An Open Letter To The
Membership of the MFOW
The members of the Black Gang
on the S. S. Maunalei have gone
on record to limit their employment
on said ship so as to have a steady
turnover of jobs at all times.
We have come to the conclusion that job control is one of
the best assets that the Firemen's Union has, but it is not
enough. This last year has proven that job control without equal
distribution of work is a dismal
failure.
If all members limited ,themselves to six months on one ship
there would a steady turnover of
jobs and members would not be
required to stay on the beach three
and four months at a time.
We call ourselves a militant
gang of rank and file union men,
yet about fifteen to twenty percent of our members get aboard
ships and hold down jobs trip
after trip that runs into years. It
couldn't by any chance be that
these members are job conscious.
If all of these so-called rank and
file members have the interest of

RANK AND FILE CHANCE
Before a crowded regular meeting on January 26, 1939, Brother.
Sabo courageously took the hot iron
in his bare hands and preferred
charges against the delegate on the
Monterey with two other members,
and such others that might be
guilty. Now, as you read this you
will think, like the writer, that here
was a chance to air these rumors
extra messruan werb waived at $60
out and let's see what there is to
a month. The cooks agreement calls
all this bad news and bad men.
for an additional man if a deck
3 CHARGES
engineer is placed aboard.
Neved did the Monterey get such
Now adding up our losses for a
break here before a crowded
a
grand total we find that $16,920
six hundred members.
plus $9,360, plus $4,320 equals meeting of
put on trial on the
were
men
These
$30,600 gift to the shipowners.
charges by Brother Sabo:
Personally, I hope my figures are following
For working overtime without
all wrong but they say "figures
don't lie," however, I certainly do PayBreaking working rules in Firewish the investigating committee
between Sydney and Melroom
and
concise
a
clear,
us
give
can
bourne.
honest picture of this mess.
For non-Union activities which
In the meantime I'll be wondermean anything according to
could
ing why O'Sullivan jibes me for
how you look at things.
being MI the S. S. Coast Shipper
payroll for six months, while he ARGUMENT
Brother Sabo wanted a trial
stays on the same payroll for four
committee to act. The Monterey
years.
Secondly, what effect the Coast- would not take a chance on a
wise Line agreement will have on committee that might be prethe Admiral Line agreement, both judiced and be delayed three
or four days in its decision and
have Trans-Marine ships and both
run?
the day before sailing call a
same
the
then
will have
GERALD LINDBERG,
a special meeting from the beach
to act for our membership by
MFOWW No. 2769.
pulling the entire crew. This
was the rumor that was every-:- Don't Patronize Hearst. -:-

Coastwise boats.
Referring to Brother Lindberg's
letter he claimed that such action
was not in the best interests of
tine utnhie
ontin.:sion ndl osfirm
L. n attack
iala
iop
rrpo n
Can Brother Sullivan tell us of
any other means by which it can
be called to the attention of the
and assessments, so why not?
membership, that officials have, in
Now is the time for all good effect said, "Men, we must save
union men to get together and put the company some
money. This is
it
Ibis across, and cut out once and -t ewacy to do
for all the good and slack season
Does Brother Sullivan hope to
for shipping in the firemen's union keep from the knowledge of the
and have a steady turnover of jobs membership the fact that such
from now on. Start the ball rolling actions should entitle him to sa
and
at your next meeting,
snaoltarfyrof
m hethe
from
w
BLACK GANG OF THE
S. S. MAUNALEI,
STANLEY J. MISII,
Delegate.

where—that was the program.
"CONSTITUTION"
On the motion that the meeting
as a whole try the Monterey,
Brother O'Sullivan, Asst. Secretary,
supported by Patrolman Golden, argued that it was against the Consitua tion. Brother Stack caused
great laughter at O'Sullivan's expense, when he pointed out that
O'Sullivan at San Pedro violated
the constitution to suit himself and
now that it suited his purpose suddenly has changed.
Furthermore, Stack stated, he
was tried before a meeting and
others as well in the past, and that
the same right should be given to
the Monterey crew.

Can he or Brother Malone justify the placing of a member of
the firemen's union on a ship at
$95 a month to save the steamship company from paying $1 an
hour overtime to a member of the
MEBA? Wouldn't this be a fine
e
iivns
seha
r,hoifehthwoo
hel\
aotto
ay
onsatiarhteearn
vd
sis
iettin
so strenuously objected?
Can Brother Golden who spoke
so "intelligently" about trade
union principles, or Brother Malone explain to the members of
this union why we should also
ask another maritime union, the
Marine Cooks and Stewards, to
save the company by taking $10
a month for four men as the
price of keeping one man on the
beach who would draw at least

MEETING'S WILL
Well, O'Sullivan and Golden were
wasting time, as the crowded meeting, with the exception of those set
in their beliefs and purposes, were
as curious as old maids.

$60.
union
In other words, can we, as
things
members, pretend that the
the
we do have no effect upon
therefore
men in other unions and
atneed never be called to their
tention? Can we hope to go °n
of
under the leadership of a group
men whose interests in so many
questions are such that we become
move
isolated from the trade union
ntlY
doliseque
disrespected?an
d
wahnol
as a whole
disregarded
I think that the membership
hieonh iwse proud
em
me h irw
off theth e
in
esteem
been held by all the members of
think
the working class. I do not
would
that we, as union members,
assume a reactionary
m ent.
willingly
role in the trade union move'

They wanted to hear everything—what it was all about because they had heard so many
rumors—and the vote was 10 to
1 that the meeting act as a committee of the whole and try the
crew of the Monterey.
Brother Sabo then started out
that almost a year ago the chief
electrician started to work overone time without pay. Our delegate,
But, we must not forget for
Brother Schachter, showed that moment that we are in this fight s
work.
members on the Monterey them- :
alpllo
Nhriethem
terrsu.embers of the
tly
of
selves preferred charges and the ing class and not on the side
the
and
fined
man was found guilty,
trade
case settled.
Then the necessity for
all.
to
former
two
clear
Next Sabo charged
union unity will be
1
c
op
w wIllni1)
brothers, Moe Kent and Snyder, h
dy
th
Teh e apurpose of hthese
with
Monterey,
they
electricians on the
working Saturday afternoon three lporneg
ttleto practice their
se rn t beab
spning
hours without pay. Brother Jacktactics.
son hurriedly stepped forward and tions to such tactics, when Printsaid he was the man and that he ed In the "Voice of the Federawas paid with proof in the hands of tailol retuheeanmerheacahffetohteeda.ttTenhteiyo,ri acsf
Delegate Schachter.
Next Sabo charged violation of
working rules in firerooms by unOur delegate
licensed juniors.
showed that what Sabo called a
violation was only following out
orders of Brother Malone, backed
up with his letter and signature
and Malone's orders were backed
up by the motions at Headquarters.
SABO FAILS
Brother Sabo having failed so
far to prove anything and seeing
(Continued on Page 7)
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t right to such
ellty7
rss we,
well
lro ua
information.
fraternally,
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Effective: January 22, 1939, Until Further Notice.

GROSSMAN and
MARGOLIS

Importers of Wel-Pac Products

Affiliated with the Intl Fed. of Radio Telegraphists

100 Sacramento St.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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,
.A.V.AK6.
.•:AM.A.O.:0,

gl EXbrook 2147
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San i'ranoisco0

Nathan Merenb.achgil

N4,0

800 Mills Bldg.

San Francisco, Calif.
Attorney-At-Law:
Attorneys for I.L.W.U. 1.6,1'1°
Seamen's Cases
i4
PA
R,110 SUTTER ST. Room No, 6041
•
Adve____rtIsersei
•Patronize "VOICE"

1
International Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco
Every Monday night at Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.
Germain Buicke, President.

Inlandboatmen's Union,
Meeting Wednesday morning,
10 a. m., Room 263, 25 California
St. Charles Daggett, Acting Secretary.

Every shoreside union has an
equal distribution of work. Is
there any reason why the firemen's union shouldn't have? Can
any one who is a good union man
and not a book carrier honestly
say that all members of our
union are not entitled to the
same equal share of work, we all
pay the same amount of dues

COMPLIMENTS OF ,

•1•

ATTEND YOUR UNION
MEETINGS.

Editor:
When Brother Sullivan made his
report at last week's meeting he
criticized a member of the MFOW
for printing a letter in the Voice of
the Federation in which various
objections were raised to the placing of Deck Engineers aboard the

the union at heart now is their
chance to prove it by getting off
the ships and giving their union
brothers a chance to make a trip
or two.

a1
j Radio Marine Corp. of Americ
FORWARD TO A
4
•
NATIONAL MARITIME
;Unfair to Organized Labor;
FEDERATION
Professional Directory, S. F.
WE DO NOT PATRONIZE 4
Ass'n
t American Communications
GLADSTEIN,
Pacific Trading Co.
N, C. I. 0.

FORWARD TO A NATIONAL
MARITIME FEDERATION •

Marine Cooks & Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p. m., at 86 Commercial Street.
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treasurer.

Why Write
In the Voice?

A REAL FLOP
Editor The S. S. Monterey, they say, has
some reputation. Yes, it is as you
have so often heard, a phoney ship
full of Commissars and stooges. A
company ship that breaks rules to
suit themselves.
How come?
Men now on her that you used
to sail with and believe in have
got you puzzled. How and what
has changed them into such phoney
stooges and muscovites?

Send In
Your Letters
To
The Voice

r:poom.o.mmoano-oeums.o.snamovaiwommosoimieam.......
Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-6, ILWU
1 DR. MILES E. WALTON
77 Clay Street
DENTAL OFFICE
Eugene Paton, President.
Entire 5th Floor at 702 Market
SAN FRANCISCO
KEARNY & GEARY STS.
1°
Meeting-2nd and 4th Wednes"Good Service for the
Scottish
days of each month at
Membership"
Rite Auditorium.
Location Same for 25 Year.
•
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Albert Michelson
Attorney-at-Law

Coast er,'
Attorney for Pacific Watertenw
Oilers,
rine Firemen.,
Association.
era and Wipers'
SUtter 066
1650 Russ Bldg. Tel.
San Francisco, Calif.

John P. Olson, Vice-President.
Chris Christensen, Recording
Secretary.
Jack MaeLalan, Business
Agent.
John Larson, Business Agent.
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Union Meetings
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-10_ ere Is The Truth About The 25 AFL, CIO Unions
daritirne Federation's Stand "Bury the Hatchet"
In Forwarding Unity
n Alaska Fish Traps

UNITY

TOM MOONEY

•••••••

Blacksmiths
Laud Federation
Strike Support

Thanks Friends for Messages;
Appeals for Billings Aid

SEATTLE.—The following letter bring about the liberation of my
SEATTLE—More and more the was received by District Council
co-worker, who like myself has sufMaritime Federation is becoming No. 1 from Tom Mooney:
fered a cruel, unjust imprisonment
SEATTLE—The move for unity of view In the labor movement, the bulwark used in protection
"Dear Sirs and Brothers:
for almost a quarter of a century.
took another step forward here proposes to work constructively against attempts on the part of
"I sincerely hope you will for- He too has gone through the fire
Thursday„ February 16, in a meet- for the elimination of disunity employers to cut wages and drive give me for this long delay in ac- unscathed, with
head erect, and he
attended by 45 delegates rep- and factionalism wherever these down working conditions.
ing
knowledging receipt of your warm, deserves a great credit and our unEATTLE — Friday, Feb. nail, albeit futiley, to destroy that pressure of which it is capable;
American
The
Federation
of
sympathetic and hearty congratu- flagging zeal in support of his imth, a front page article al)- same Maritime Federation and its adopting a uniform program to resenting 25 organizations, consist- destructive tendencies appear.
ing of both CIO and
affili(5) This committee affirms its Labor as well as affiliates of the latory message upon by advent to mediate release.
._ 'ared in the Seattle Star to affiliates and further, that he has abolish the traps by political ac- ates. The official nameAFL
"commit- unwavering confidence in the prin- Congress of Industrial Organiza- freedom.
been thoroughly
and tion.
LABOR UNITY
e effect that M. M. Dunlop discredited by allrepudiated
Coordination
for
the
of
Labor" ciples of democratic trade union- tions are using the Federation's THOUSANDS
tee
honest union
GREET MOONEY
The
Federation
realizes
"When this is out of the way, I
only
too
strength
protect
to
their
won
hard
the Alaska Salmon Purse men, both in the Federation and
was adopted. The following six- ism, believing that the problems
"Similar messages came to me plan to devote and dedicate my
well that it cannot be achieved by point preliminary statement
gains.
of
pol.face
we
can
solved
be
only
an
in
Seiner's Union, an SIU affil- without, all the way from San Fran- any hasty and ill-advised job
ac- icy was adopted:
Recently a strike was won at from all over the world. It was life to the task of doing everything
atmosphere of freedom, tolerance
-e, threatened his organiza- cisco to Cordova, Alaska.
tion such as Dunlop proposes but
Ruby
Dam through the coopera- days before the small staff of our in my own humble way to bring
and
any
of
spirit
generous
"give
FIRST
STEPS
(1) The committee recognizes
tion will tie up the canned
that on the contrary, such action
District Council No. 1, Ma- Defense Committee was able to about labor unity, a unity which
tion
of
The Maritime Federation adoptthat the American labor movement and take" on the part of all organopen, read and sort out all of these will bring the American Federation
would tend merely to weaken the
• lmon industry in South- ed a program for the abolition
is a vital and constructive force izations, leaders and rank and file ritime Federation of the Pacific messages
of
to call them to my at- of Labor, the Congress of Industrial
exposed
the
who
role
of
the
eastern Alaska unless the U. fish traps at the Unit,. Conference position of organized labor and in American democracy.
remembers of labor.
and make unlikely the possibility
Organization, and the Railroad
actionary officials -who were at- tention.
UNITY OF ALL LABOR
. Bureau of Fisheries modi- held in Ketchikan, Alaska, October of
UNITY VITAL FORCE
ever eliminating the traps.
Brotherhoods
into a single AmeriWORKS
FOR
BILLINGS
tempting
to
sell
out
the
rank
and
(6) To all who are willing to
fies the 1939 regulations by 10th, 1938. For years there has been
(2) Unity is essential if the
Yet Dunlop, not content with
file.
"In the meantime, I have been can labor movement. Only through
subscribe to the foregoing prina great deal of talk and agitation
American labor movement is a
manding removal of 20
Under the letterhead of the In- working feverishly night and day such a, powerful medium can we
ciples and are prepared to coopfor the abolition of the traps. But coming out with such a screwey
and constructive force in
vital
Der cent of the fish traps and the Unity
erate constructively for their ternational Brotherhood of Black- to bring about the immediate protect and advance the cause of
Conference took the first and wholly suicidal program, has
liberty and stave off the ever.
• 0-day increase in the fish- concrete, feasible steps to actually the further audacity to claim the American democracy.
realization, this committee ex- smith and Drop Forgers and Help- freedom of my equally innocent
tends its cordial invitation to ers, American Federation of Labor, • co-worker and co-sufferer, War- menacing fascist reaction that
;• season for Purse Seiners. eliminate them by the adoption of cooperation of'the Federation in his DISUNITY DEFEATS US
(3) We are convinced that the participate in its work, to the the Council Secretary, A. E. Hard- ren K. Billings, who still lan- would destroy our liberties and inmadcap scheme.
his in itself would be bad a resolution calling for their aboliThb whole thing, of course, is existing disunity within the labor end that in unity and friendli- ing, received the following letter guishes in Folsom Prison, Spiri- alienable rights, as well as our
tion on a five-year plan whereby
▪ ough, but Dunlop had
the efmovement does not arise out of ness, the American labor move- from Charles McCarthy, business tually I am still In prison because democratic institutions.
ntery to intimate that this move the total number of traps is to be merely a cheap publicity stunt on
any real conflict of interests be- ment may resume its forward agent Blacksmith Local 106:
Billings is detained there. I can- JOIN WITH MOONEY
the
part
of
Dunlop.
Ordinarily
we
decreased
by
20
per
cent
each year.
had the backing of the Maritime
tween the workers ,in the various march.
not rest until he is at liberty.
"I know that you will be only
"Our union wishes to express
Further, this resolution
as em- wouldn't care if he had succeeded
deration.
organizations; but that on the conThe committee also adopted for its thanks for the interest and SPEAKS FOR PARDON
too happy to join with me in that
"The Maritime Federation has bodied in the Legislative Program in getting his name in the papers,
trary, this disunity actually works its slogan the following: "For the moral support which you gave
"For the past month I have spok- fight so that we can go forward
us
• orsed our program," he declar- of the Maritime Federation and has but when he links his name and
been brought to the attention of program with the Maritime Federa- to the defeat of the legitimate ob- Building of a United Labor Move- in our recent strike at Ruby Dam, en two and three times daily in all together in this great cause, and
ed, "and, with the
cooperation of
jectives of all labor groups.
ment."
with the General Sea Columbia parts of California, working to again from the bottom of my heart
• a sailors, we shouldn't have much the Maritime Federation, A. C. A. tion—well, that's another thing. As
ELIMINATE FACTIONALISM
a
matter
of
fact,
the
A meeting of the committee is Construction Company.
Washington
and
NMU
arouse a public sentiment that can- I thank you for your warm and
lobby
in
Washington,
and
ficulty."
(4) Therefore, this committee, scheduled for 3 p. m_ Thursday
"Through the support of the rank not be ignored by the Advisory Par- sympathetic message.
communicated to various New Deal District Council has already recomRANGE WORDS
mended that its affiliates desiring representative of diverse points afternoon at the Moose 11a11.
and file of organized labor, we don Board and the California Su"Sincerely,
a fine, the article was so worded members of the House and Senate
agreements with the Canned Salin
the
were
able
to
national
"TOM MOONEY."
preme
overcome
capital.
the
Court,
activiwhich
must
make
nethat the average reader who knows
A similar letter has been received
The Federation has not, at this mon industry inform the packers
ties of certain strike breaking la- cessary recommendations before
le about the labor movement
that they are ready to negotiate.
bor officials and to bring the strike Governor Olson, who is willing to, by Secretary Bruce Hannon, of the
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Maritime Commission History
By WILLIAM L. STANDARD
N MU Attorney
(Editor's Note: This is the concluding article on the anti-union
activities of the U. S. Maritime
Commission who have taken over
the accomplishing of the shipowners' task to break the unions wherever possible. Only united union
opposition will make the Commisson change its mind.)
The extension of the Government
In the private shipping business, as
Illustrated by the transfer of ninety
(90) per cent of the stock of the
old Dollar Line, and the organization of the American President
Lines is a serious and imminent
threat to the collective bargaining
rights of maritime workers.
The 1938 amendments to the
Merchant Alarine Act of 1936 will
undoubtedly become the subject
matter of a serious study by your
Committee. Those amendments that
deal with (1) the modification of
cash payment requirements by applicants for subsidies, and (2) the
significance of Title XI of the 1938
amendments known as the "Federal
ship mortgage insurance" must become a serious concern to this
very important Maritime Committee
of the CIO.
The first amendment makes it
possible for the ship operator to
obtain a subsidy by requiring a
payment of twenty-five (25) per
cent of the foreign cost of construction when, as a matter of
fact, the United States Maritime
Commission has already admitted
that it is unable to ascertain what
the foreign cost of construction
and operation actually is. An ii-

By VIC JOHNSON
There is a campaign on to amend
the National Labor Relations or
Wagner Act, and we owe it to ourselves as unionists to know what
it's all about.
The act guarantees to labor the
right of collective bargaining without coercion or restraint from employers, prohibits the maintenance
Or setting up of company unions,
and bans such unfair practices as
firing employees for union activities. It has been referred to as
the "Magna Charta of Labor."
The National Labor Relations
Board, administrative agency set
up by the Act, is empowered to conduct elections among employees to
determine which union shall represent them, subpoena witnesses and
take testimony, and can issue
"cease and desist" orders to employers who persist in unfair labor
practices.
The board can appeal to federal
Courts to enforce its rulings. Employer or employee or any aggrieved person has the right to appeal to the Supreme Court in the
event he feels he has been denied
a fundamental right or done an injustice. However, the board's finding of fact is not subject to court
review—a factor decidedly in the
board's favor, in view of the reactionary trend of courts in general.
BOARD IS BEST
It is pointed out that the board
Is a particular agency for. the adjustment of labor disputes, and
therefore more capable of dealing
with labor questions than courts.
The board's record shows that it
has been much more favorable to
labor than would have been the
Courts, had they had the say in
ruling on facts.
Since the law's existence, over
four million workers have been involved in its proceedings, 212,000
workers reinstated to their positions after being fired for union
activities, a number of company
unions ordered to cease and desist
operation, and several million dollars added to labor's pay rolls in
back-pay ordered by the board in
cases of discriminatory dismissals.
Moreover, the board has acted as
a publicity agent for employer
abuses. You will recall that that
great American, Henry Ford, was
exposed by this agency as a gentleman who hired thugs to beat up his
workers and developed his own secret service to spy on and intimidate auto unionists.
CIO FAVORS BOARD
In jurisdictional disputes, the
board has ruled in favor of the
AFL slightly more often than it
has favored the CIO. However, the
CIO has accepted its rulings with
good grace and is now taking a
leading part in the fight against
amendment of the act or changing
of the board's personnel.

lustration of the futility of attempting to ascertain this cost is
the known fact that he Italian
ship builders have contracted for
the construction of a Polish vessel on a coal barter basis.
Similar arrangements are made
by foreign shipowners. It is almost
inconceivable that the cost of foreign construction can ever be ascertained.
Obviously, therefore, the amendment requiring a twenty-five (25)
per cent payment of the FOREIGN
cost of construction leaves the Commission with extraordinary powers
of granting subsidies.
Title XI, which is a new amendment to the Merchant Marine Act
of 1936, provides for certain insurance of mortgages that are placed
upon vessels under construction or
vessels being operated to guarantee
the payment to banks of loans
made by them to shipowners who
are applicants for subsidies. The
full importance of this new title to
the Merchant Marine Ad has as
yet not been appreciated.
A close study of this new Title
will disclose that under the pretext of creating a mortgage insurance fund, the bankers who
make loans to subsidy applicants
are guaranteed direct payment
with government funds in the
event of the insolvency of a subsidy.
I submit that in these two latter
amendments are to be found the
already planted germinating seeds
of what I most respectfully submit
will grow into fruit bearing plants
which some day will be aptly characterized as "the new Merchant
Marine scandal."

When the act first went into
operation, employers blithely ignored it and continued with the
old abuses as if the law did not
exist. They felt certain the Supreme Court would do an "unconstitutional" and declare the act
null and void.
However, F.D.R. had the heat on
the Nine Old Men when the thing
came up for decision, and they
thought it prudent to make a concession to labor and get some of
the New Deal heat off themselves.
The forces behind the present
cry for amendment are the same
that fought the law on the constitutional issue. Girdler, corporations, shipowners, champions of
anti-labor proposals such as Proposition No. 1 in California. Their
plan is to amend colleetive bargaining and its safeguards provided by
the Wagner Act out of existence.
Among the proposals of amendment is that all evidence taken by
the board be made public. This
would expose union membership
rolls and financial conditions to
employers, and harm labor rather
than help it.
WHAT BOSSES WANT
Another proposal is that employers be given the right to petition
for elections as employees are entitled to do. Thus, if an employer
found his ships or factories being
organized, he could petition for an
election before a mapjority of his
employees had been won over by
the union, and thereby frustrate
labor's effort to bring the unorganized into the fold.
Senator
Vandenberg proposes
that unions violating agreements
be stopped from collecting dues.
In this case it would be very easy
for an employer to provoke trouble
and put the union out of business.
Opponents to amendment point out
that the same rule applied to employers would make them shut
down their businesses for discriminatory firing or promotion of company unions.
SAME OLD GANG
Behind the cry of bias, unfairness and dictatorship raised against
the Wagner Act, we find our same
old friends. Finding they couldn't
use the Constitution to rule collective bargaining off the books, they
are now trying to amend It to
death.
Hearings on amendment are now
being held in congress. Any slackening of labor pressure against
amendment will but aid the Girdler's and Ford's. Keep the right of
collective bargaining by keeping
the Wagner Act free from amendment!
Maritime Federation representatives are speaking for you in Washington. You are invited to let the
Senate Labor Committee know you
are behind your representatives.

The shipowners, not content with
the above-mentioned two scandalous
amendments by the 75th Congress,
are already proposing even more
unconscionable proposals to amend
the 1936 Act which will even do
away with the limitation of the
Twenty-Five Thousand ($25,000.00)
Dollar a year salary of officers for
shipping companies which are recipients of subsidies, and other similar amendments which will put the
stamp of legality on all of the corrupt practices which the very painstaking investigation of former Senator Hugo L. Black revealed.
However, what is of special and
immediate concern to this Committee are those 1938 amendments to
the Merchant Marine Act of 1936
which provide for:
1. The establishment of the
Maritime Labor Board; and
2. The creation of training
schools for merchant seamen.
The former was created to investigate the question of mediation for
the maritime industries.
In February of 1938 I delivered
an address before the second convention of the National Lawyers
Guild in which I pointed out very
clearly that compulsory mediation
for maritime workers or mediation
similar to that mediation which is
now being applied to railway workers, was inconceivable for the maritime industry (a) because of the
non-existence of collective bargaining agreements in the maritime industry; and (b) because the shipping industry has as yet to acquire
the tradition of collective bargaining negotiations before compulsory
mediation can be considered.
In the establishment of the Maritime Labor Board, which, by the
way, is under the law required to
report to Congress in 1940 with
respect to the establishment of a
permanent Maritime Labor Board,
there is no immediate danger. The
activities of the Maritime Labor
Board and its ultimate report can
be deferred by your Committee for
short time.
However, the establishment of
the training schools is a serious
direct threat to the industry. In
spite of the Commission's expressed desire to cooperate with
the maritime unions with respect
to the two-year-service as a condition of enrollment, a close study
will reveal the fact that a great
many of the enrollees do not have
the required two year service
prior to enrollment, and what is
true of the enrollees is in many
instances also true of the instructors.
I understand that among the new
orders issued, special uniforms are
required to he worn by the enrollees not only while on Hoffman
Island but also when at liberty.
It Is my opinion that the United
States Maritime Commission's
statements that it will cooperate
with the maritime unions is nothing but lip service and this Committee's policy on the question of
training schools should be the
subject matter of careful study
and analysis.
It has come to my knowledge that
one instructor was summarily discharged on the pretext that there
Is no need for his services although
another man was taken in his place
immediately thereafter, because of
open pro-union activities.
In another instance it has come
to my attention that a new enrollee
who appeared not to be too enthusiastic about trade union activities,
within less than three weeks after
he was em-oiled, was dispatched to
the West Coast where a new training school is in the process of being
established.
In the legislative field, legislation which shipowners have for
years been unable to have adopted because they have been opposed by maritime unions, Is now
being prepared by the U. S. Maritime Commission in the hope
that what the shipownera have
been unable to accomplish for
themselves for the past ten years
the United States Maritime Commission would be able to achieve
for them.
I have reference to legislation
which seeks to place maritime
workers under the Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Act.
The requirement that shipowners
furnish seamen with medical care
and attendance during his disability as a result of illness or
accident, makes unnecessary the
adoption of compensation for seamen.
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The Nazi press has bitterly attacked the administration and
the American public for protesting the attempts of the GermanAmerican bund to hold a Nazi
rally in Madison Square Garden
Monday night. Der Angriff "official organ for the notorious
Goebbels" Nazi Minister of Propaganda—said the meeting was an
Americanization meeting for the
purpose of "saving Americanism." We donder if this "type"
of Americanism would parallel
that of Fascist ltalianism and
Hitler's Germanism reported below by the International Transport Worker's Federation, Amsterdam, February, 1939.
ITALY
Naples Unemployed Wreck Fascist
Trade Union Office—
At the end of December a rumor
spread among the unemployed at
Naples that the Fascist "trade
unions" were planning a campaign
on behalf of the workless. When

29

work, and fears that unrest may
result. He therefore warningly says:
"Regard must be had to the limits
set to the lengthening of working
hours by physical and especially
psychic considerations. Any predatory and short-sighted policy pursued here must sooner or later be
bitterly rued."
Against passive resistance and
"work to rule" methods there is no
defense. But against the attempts
of workers to get better wages and
conditions by changing employment
"new action" is to be taken. "It is
proposed to make the termination
of service contracts dependent on
the consent of the labor exchange
within whose jurisdiction the enterprise falls. These powers are to
be advisedly broad in scope in order that all needs (i. e. pro-mobilization needs—Ed.) may be met
whenever required . . . no doubt
. • . a considrable curtailment of
the freedom of movement . . . But
a complete freedom of movement
cannot exist in an authoritatrian
state . . . We cannot today allow
workers to move from one job to
another with slight occasion." The
written consent of the labor exchange, when changing employment
was hitherto already required by
metal workers, technical employes,
and by those employed in the chemical industry of Central Germany.
This restriction is now to be generalized.
Aged wage and salary earners
are to be deprived of the claim
to an old-age pension hitherto
acquired upon attaining the age
of 65. This claim the Nazis want
to abolish. The same Nazis who
in their party program promised
a "generous extension of the provision for the aged." For writes
the Four Year Plan Labor Commissioner, "we must not only
extend the working day, but our
working life as well. There must
be no premature retirement, but
we must stay at our posts until
later in life."

nothing came of the campaign
crowds of excited unemployed began to gather outside the offices of
the union. The excitement grew
day to day, until finally some 3,000
unemployed, among them many
Fascists and especially "volunteers" who had fought in Spain,
broke into the offices of the union,
smashed the furniture, and manAged workers are to be deprived
handled the officials. Strong deof their pensions, and the money
gendarmes
and
police
of
tachments
saved is to swell the Nazi war
had to be called in
funds.
The Italian press was not allowYoung people are to be forced
ed to write anything about the in- Into the occupations where they
cident, but knowledge of it soon are needed. Since last year already
spread through the city, and in San young persons leaving school have
Giovanni de Teduccio a similar to be registered at the labor exdemonstration took place outside changes, and those under the age
the Fascist offices. (Reported in of 25 may only be employed with
Libera Stampa, Lugano, 17 January) the approval of the labor exchange.
Italian Shipyard Workers Protest "The right to choose one's profesAgainst Starvation Wages—
sion finds its natural limits in the
Lavoro. a Fascist daily paper needs of the state at any moment"
appearing in Genoa, on 5 January, declares the Nazi official. "Occupublished complaints about wage pations which have little powers of
cuts applied in the "Ansaldo" ship- attraction and yet are important
yard. In August the official hourly to the state urgently require new
rate had been raised by 0.21 lire, entrants. This applies particularly
bringing it up to 2.75 lire, but this to agriculture, mining, building,
increase of somewhat less than 8 some sections of the metal indusper cent was accompanied by a try . . . in order that their labor
decrease of about 20 per cent in force may be adequate in all eventpiece work rates. ,'We earn 200 to ualities. The National Department
250 lire a fortnight, which is really of Labor Placement has accordingnot enough to live on decently," ly received instructions to have rewrite the workers. And the men in gard to these requirements of the
question are a group of especially state when considering authorizahigh-paid metal workers! (The La- tions for the employment of young
voro report was cited by the anti- persons under the age of 25." (QuoFascist weekly Giustizia e Liberta.) tations from January, 1939, number of Der Vierjahresplan, publishGERMANY
under Goering's direction.)
Nazi Social Reaction—
Far-reaching action is announced Piecework Earnings in Germany—
in the repair shops of the Gerby Dr. Syrup, permanent secretary
at the German Ministry of Labor man State Railways important
and in charge of labor questions groups of workers are fighting the
under the Four Year Plan. The reduced time allowances which bepresence of three annual levies of came effective in piece work on
men under the colors and in the January 1. As open resistance is
labor service and the acceleration not possible, the "work to rule"
of the armaments program have method is resorted to. In some
created a shortage of labor, which cases the overhauling of locomois to he compensated for by in- tives is consequently taking sevcreased productivity, meaning long- eral days longer than scheduled.
er hours and harder work. "The The heads are furious, as the worklengthening of working hours will ing stock of the State Railways is
contribute to offsetting the short- inadequate as it is. But their angry
age of labor. For long a consider- attempts to counter the movement
able lengthening of working hours by forcing the pace of work still
has been observable in the princi- further only provoked increased repal industries, but all possibilities Sistence from the men. The mood
have not yet been exhausted." The has become so ugly in some of the
commissioner knows, however, that shops that the managers have given
a large part of the underfed Get-- the assurance that the old time
Alan workers in the long run can- rates would be re-introduced if,
not stand the excessive pace of a l'ter two or three months, it a p-

peared that the new ones are too
onerous. But the workers are demanding immediate payment for
the work actually done and not for
I hat calculated under the impaired
schedules.
Goering Cuts Women's Wages—
In Central and Eastern Germany
piece times have recently been cut
by an average of 20 per cent in
various industries in which women
labor preponderates. Official hourly rates remained unchanged, The
Nazis and employers hope that the
women will not dare to offer resistance, and will force up their
output by 20 per cent• in order to
keep earnings at their old height.
Every Little Helps—
The German workers are fighting against the longer working
hours by every means in their
power. A Labor Front secretary reports in the January 3 number of
the Ruhrarbeiter a conversation in
which a manager over 2,000 workers in an engineering plant complained that the lengthening of the
working hours and overtime was
not benefiting him much as interruptions of work on various pretexts had become very much more
frequent than was the case before.
The Struggle Against the TenHour Day in Germany—
The opposition of the German
workers to the ten-hour day is
worrying the Ministry of War. It
fears, after the experiences of recent months, that if the compulsion
to work overtime is maintained it
will lead to a further decline in
productivity of the underfed workera and a stiffening of the passive
resistance. Major General Thomas,
of the War Ministry, therefore at
a meeting of the Committee on Economic Policy of the National Socialist Party, declared himself as
against the ten-hour day as the
normal standard. "A sixty-hour
working week must eventually result in a decline in productivity
and in the joy of work." (Frankfurter Zeitung, January 20, 1939).
This warning of the militarist is
not likely to induce the Nazi "economists" to slow down the pace of
armaments.
a
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MARITIME FEDERATION
WOMEN'S AUXILIARY
NO. 2, EAST BAY.
Meetings twice a month. First
Monday, 2 p. m.; 3rd Monday, 8
p. m. at Odd Fellows Hall, 41011th St., Oakland.
Mrs. P. J. Aquiline, President
Mrs. J. Harp, Vice-President.
Mrs. Cora McGuire, Secretary.
Mrs. Ardelle Mounts, Treas.

Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Crockett
Meeting—lst and 3rd Tuesday
of every month.
4

Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Oakland
Meeting-1st and 3rd Thurs.
day of each month.

stroy our unions.
One of these characters so quaintly referred to as d
Associated Farmer is Charlie McIntosh, Director of
Merchants Exchange, connected with the 0. & 0. Navigation Co., a subsidiary of American-Hawaiian S. S. Co., w - es
plows his furrows straight and true down the shady reac

•••••••••

of 465 California Street.
The Associated Farmers are the people who introduced and led the fight for the anti-picket ordinlast fall
ances in Washington, Oregon and California
everywhere
—although these efforts were defeated
Council
but Oregon where the Employers Industrial
contributed $39,436 out of $39,440 spent by the Assogroup
ciated Farmers in the Oregon campaign. This
deis leading the fight against the Wagner Act to
workers,
stroy the collective bargaining rights of
Commission's efthey are supporting the Maritime
members and
forts to set up FINK HALLS for our
reactionary
are the leading spirits behind the present
social
drive to knife President Roosevelt's New Deal
program.

ranks of !We recognize the necessity of uniting the
the atganized labor in order to protect ourselves from
tacks of these elements who are our employers.
our. !We must also recognize the necessity of uniting
struggimg
forts with those of the dirt farmers who also are
fin anc _ against the predatory instincts of the identical
groups out to destroy our unions.
amendment
IF WE are to force passage of the Wallgren
contracts
and stop the employers from chiseling on our
farmers
need the economic and political support of the
th
If the farmers are going to protect themselves and
pror:
families from such monopolistic measures as the
support of orAct they need the .economic and political
ganized labor.

.011,=•

••••••••.,

organtunity for joint action between farmers and
of the
ized labor—especially on the two key issues
TE
PRORA
fight against the FINK HALLS and for
-.11101.4

Volks- The Plight of the German yable—
pla
Unemployed and U nem
dee,
how
Random tests show
rec pi2,800,000
the misery of the
The Nazi Community Spirit:
allowances 'n
ents of maintenance
Higher Profits, Lower Wages—
biggeat to
The German State Bank, Reichs- Germany. In the nine
the allowGermany
recently of Northwest
kreditgesellschaft, has
betw
varied
the
on
October
figures
in
ances
Interesting
published
in two
day,
a
workers' share in Germany's na- 0.60 and 0.88 marks
tional income. In 1929, the last medium sized towns they were
marks. These
normal pre-depression year, wages low as 0.43 and 0.46
Wohlfil
and salaries accounted for nearly statistics (published in
whet er
show
58 per cent of the national income woche No. 50) do not
other Inand annuities and pensions 121, the recipients had anY
the C';
Per cent. In 1937 wages and sala- come. But that such is
ries dropped to 56 per cent, annui- with only a few of thern
published
ties and pensions to 10 per cent of from the results,
investigation
the national income. At the same simultaneously, of an
in
authorities
time employers' income in trade by the Nazi
poor re2 mund, where the average
/
and commerce rose from 17 to 211
dallY• 11,'"
per cent of the national income. lief averages 0.74 marks
uired into
The exact figures in percentage Dortmund authorities erre
reeiPi•
of national income were: Wages the total income of 1,118
recipient
and salaries, 1929, 57.7; 1937, 55.9. of relief. In 134 cases the
Annuities and pensions, 1929, 12.b;
'
was in employment, but Wile
,
1937, 10.1, Employers' income in
supplementarY allow
a
little
that
trade and commerce, 1929, 16.9;
e
ance had to be paid. "Of lli
1937, 20.5.
dewere
The taxes payable on the various tags 17 marks monthly
forms of income were much higher ducted from the allovsanee'
w as probin 1937 than in 1929. (Date from
balance (of the earnings)
Deutschland an der jahreswende,
reported the
1938-39, published by the Reichs- ably smaller"
Soziael Praxis.
k reditgesellscha ft).

aspects." (Der Deutsche
wirt, January 27, 1935.
•

Unwilling Railwaymen—
The German press is in general
not allowed to make references to
the growing opposition among the
German railwaymen to the excessive demands made upon them. A
prominent German railway expert
has broken the silence,. however,
and cautiously broaches the question which has been occupying the
War Ministry for months: what will
happen if the railwaymen should
be unable or unwilling to stand the
strain.
Or as he puts it: "A question is
whether the State Railway staff is
owing to constant and heavy service perhaps already showing signs
of being over-strained, which may
hamper the necessary increase in
the productivity of the transportation system. In view of the urgent
necessity of creating a reserve margin of productivity (for the event
of war—Ed.), it is of paramount
importance to give thought to these
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all affilWe strongly urge our district councils and
opporiated organizations to exploit every possible

M. S. ROSE'S

East Bay Meetings

Elsewhere in this issue is an article on the major le! lative question facing the farmers ill the state of Calif :).nia—namely PRORATE REPEAL. The Prorate Act—a
measure passed by the Associated Farmers of Califor
in an effort to force the dirt farmers out of existence ,in
order to strengthen the monopoly, enjoyed by the pack'
and shippers in the agricultural industry of California.
The importance of this struggle to the maritime workers is the fact that the so-called Associated Farmers' le: ership swells from the same cess-pool of reaction,
Montgomery Street, responsible for such characters as
T. G. Plant, Frank (Fink Hall) Foisie, Collegiate Mari .
Roth, who has recently graduated to the new San Francisco Employers Council, and Gregory Harrison with t
lesser lights of the employers' brain trust employed to

A
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Cannery and Allied Workers Have Natural Lone Meetings
Hit By Member
Right to Organize and Join Labor Unions
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By WALTER J. STACK

ebate
.:lonsiderable discussion was proYoked at the last meeting when
n question of placing
a deck engineer on each of the six coastwise
samship companies came up. The
necussion was largely the result
0 ,figures published in the "Voice
• the Federation" by Brother Lindberg, who spent the last six months
e. the Coast Shipper of the Coastwise Steamship Co.
'us figures were challenged by
our secretary,
assistant secretary
""I some other brothers, showed
eat the union would
lose quite a
few thousand
dollars in wages If
,sse men were put on.
Everyone is interested in putng more members to work, if
this can he achieved without the
lcrifice of the union principle
of upholding wage scales.
The
'pions have always preferred to
:dd additional men rather than
have a small crew doing work
,:fer their regular working hours.
In this case the money made on
se ships is not made on overtime in the stricts sense of the
word
Trtime as defined in the dictionThese men on .these ships relye a higher wage, but not for
Working over eight hours. There.ere, there will be no real elimination of overtime work, for
„ hich employers are generally
Penalized by being compelled to
sy more money.
a
If we were not concerned
with
e wage scales but merely
increase. employment, why, then we
Could probably move in on some
,hly skilled craft in the shipYards and do their work for our
Maid $6.40 per day scale. The
employers seldom object to putting
re men to work if it can be done
k making more profit for them
at
I s wages per man. The
question
Whether the employers will gain
from this move or
whether the
rkers will gain, will be determined by the membership itself
r they hear the report of the
committee of eight that was elected
Make a study of the situation.
'If the union does not lose, then
thusly the members along with
-a committee, will be nnanimous
In favoring the
increase in the
Inning scale on these ships.
If the 'contentions of Brother
Hndberg are correct, and they
certainly seem so, then other
vays will have to be found to
inimease emploshment, other than by
taggering
the
membership's
:ages and making a handsome
Monetary gift to the operators.

bad Tactics
A bad practice by
some of our
Officials when some policy is crit• zed, is to attempt to create
the
Impression that the criticism is not
. ant to be constructive, but
s
is
rnotivated by factional consider-ans. Such tactics breed distrust
d slow down efforts to get
at the
,art of a problem. Similarly with
.6ir presentation of statements
as
"tacts" without the slightest study.
, At such times such
methods
may succeed in causing passage
,f a certain motion, but the
dis(rust shown and confusion creted are not worth it. For in.
etance, they tried to show that
lmost all of these men have been
n these ships for the last two
Years, thus almost stopping turnvets The turnover is largely in
Portland, Seattle and San Pedro,
onsequently hardly noticed in
headquarters.
On the Shipper the oldest man
*Its on there six months when he
lit. On the Miller two members
'ere there one year, others a few
blenth. There is less turnover by
• r on some McCormick steam
Schooners and on many Matson
There is strong doubt if any of
hese ships have a member on
Stay of them two years.

Coup

Further, these members are characterized as a bunch of stump
jumpers, ukulele players, tap dancers, etc. .Even if they were, they
still pay dues and live up to union
rules. Half of the men employed
there have their home port as San
Francisco.
If the argument is made one of
16 stump jumping apple knockers
having no interest in union principles, a gang of job conscious,
overtime hogs trying to impede
progress and dominate the union,
then, of course, the average member is all in favor of changing it.
Investigation will show that
the members on these ships are
a cross section of the union membership with average high principles and ideals, striving to improve union standards in general. Tperefore, even if the proponents of putting a deck engineer on win, if the argument is
won on the basis of creating prejudice against a particular group
of workers, and not on its merits, then the ultimate result will
not improve intra-union relationship.

Jobs Before 1921

The Answer—
National Unity

With only 183 active West Coast
vessels on this coast employing a
little over .500 of our over 4300
members, it is necessary to do much
more than add a half dozen here
and there. (This adding a few here
and there is not a simple assignment and the union will need your
full support when the membership
decides on the companies. These
suggestions and criticisms should
be taken in the spirit in which they
are meant.)
THE HEART OF THE PROBLEM IS IN NATIONAL UNITY.
ANY EAST COAST-WEST COAST
INTERCHANGE SYSTEM WOULD
GO A LONG WAY TOWARD
SOLVING OUR UNEMPLOYMENT
AND FINANCIAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS. LET'S
HAVE SOME SPECIFIC ACTION
IN THIS DIRECTION.

D'Etat

hire the best of lawyers as their
S pokesmen.
"Therefore, it is only but natural that we working people engaged in the work in the Industry should band ourselves for
collective security.
How many of you remember not
many years back before the advent
of Union in the Canneries, when
we paid as low as 25 cents an hour
with no overtime? The times when
we were paid as low as $30.00 per
month? Can't we see that the lowest wages are paid and longest
hours are worked in non-union inCompare these condidustries?
tions to the conditions of the now
Unionized part of the industry.
UNIONS NATURAL PRIVILEGE
The most natural privilege of
man, next to acting for himself, is
that of combining his lot and actions with those of his fellow workers, and of acting in common with
them.
WORKERS RIGHTS
We can safely say without hesi-

tation that our right as workers to
form and join Unions is almost inalienable as the right of personal
liberty.
BE ORGANIZED
Therefore, as a Cannery and Allied Workers, you owe it to yourself and to your fellow workers to
join the Southern Alaska Cannery
Union, Local No. 237, CIO, affiliated and coast-wisely affiliated with
the Maritime Federation of the Pacific, an organization that stands
for progressive action and believes
only in Rank and File democracy,
regardless of color, race or creed.
We also wish to call your attention to the fact that each Thursday evening from 6:45 to 7 p.m.
there is a broadcast over KGAU
with Maritime news of interest to
everyone.
Organizational Committee.
Southern Alaska Cannery
Workers Union, No. 37, Ketchikan, Alaska.
SALVADOR DEL FIERRO,
Chairman.

Unity Move Meets Wide
Response From Leaders
The move launched by Disfrict Council No. 2 of the
Maritime Federation calling
upon President Roosevelt to
intercede on _ behalf of the
rank and file of organized
labor to bring about unity between the AFL and the CIO
has begun to receive widespread response, according
to Secretary Z. R. Brown.

There are many places where
efforts to increase the manning
scele would immediately meet with
The unity movement, in the
unanimous approval and not cost
the union membership any loss in form of a resolution, asks President Roosevelt to appoint a factwages.
Prior to the 1921 lockout all the finding committee to ascertain the
dissension
"West" boats carried watchtenders, causes of the continued
movemeot...
as did the American-Hawaiian in the American labor
Following adoption of the proships. Not only did the Shipping
Board ships carry more men, but gram by District Council No. 2,
letter
also many steam schooners run- Brother Brown• sent out a
hundreds of
ning today with three men in the and the resolution to
black gang, carried six men before organizations.
ACHIEVES UNITY
the '21 lockout. The three men FEDERATION
and file of orrank
the
"That
steam schooners pay $85 a month
should be united
to three combination men, for five ganized labor
and wants to be united, has been
extra dollars over the firemen and
unquestionably demonstrated by
oilers wages, the cOmbination man
Maritime Federation of the
the
handles both jobs.
Pacific," Brown wrote.
These steam schooners could
"The Maritime Federation succarry a wiper or two without any
all legitimate
cessfully united
difficulty. A number of offshore
unions in the Maritime transporships could carry a few water-tendtation industry, ha.s successfully
er-s.
eliminated company unions in this
The Quaker Line, which carries industry, and has gained wages and
only one wiper while all other in- working conditions far in excess
lercoastal freighters carry two, of what has ever been accomcould very easily use another one, plished in the maritime industry.
These are a few suggestions worth
"The Maritime Federation of the
investigating,
Pacific at the present time is comAt least several of the 12 Ad- posed of AFL and CIO and indemiral Line freighters will be put pendent unions, which are workon the coastwise run in a couple ing harmoniously toget her toof months, the rest later. These wards the common goal of organships are the same trans-marine ized labor."'
type as the Coastwise S. S. Co.
Below are some of the letters
Whatever manning scale and
Secretary Brown has already rewages are finally settled on the ceived from those to whom he sent
Coastwise Line will affect these the unity resolution:
ships. It therefore behooves the
"Dear Sir and Brother:
"Thank you for sending me a
union to have absolute facts on
the situation as it will run into copy of the resolution recently
quite a few thousand dollars adopted by your organization which
calls upon President Roosevelt to
either way.
intercede in an effort to bring
about unity between the Ameri-

*Cowboys, Indians, bandits, and sidewalk and shared their hirsute
)tnish dressed bull throwers took ornaments.
.s. er the city last week as the windA few of the whiskerinos In
to the opening of the Exposition
Oakland started chasing a barber.
, re in San Francisco. Almost
He thought they were bandits,
everybody in town wore whiskers,
and when they got him down on
breros, spurs and sported guns, the sidewalk,
he yanked out an
:/1.0me shot blanks and others shot
equalizer and carved the boys up,
e real thing.
sending them to the local drydock for repairs. Maybe he just
ICangaroo courts of local citizenry
ed those up town not wearing couldn't take a joke.
1:leards, neckkerchiels or sombreros.
Brother Pratt took quite a raz" he reaction of the irate clean zing as he trooped into the hall
-avers upstate was such that they last week with a Van Dyke. Yours
,developed an organization called
truy was going to buy one of those
. Mooth pusses" to battle the
red shirts for the occasion, but
"whiskerinos." The smooth pusses
th masks on ganged up on the found they were "Made in Japan."
slIThilikerinoa and laid them on the Some friend suggested to him that

i

During the last two or three
years, the organizaticin of Cannery
and Allied Workers all over the
United States and Alaska for the
purpose of collective bargaining,
has become a National issue and
has created in many instances lively discussion and arguments creating confusion in the ranks of labor.
It is our purpose through this open
letter to illustrate the Cannery and
Allied Workers stand, in just a few
simple words: "just why we Cannery and Allied Workers should
form and join Unions'?"
BETTERING CONDITIONS
There is no denying of the simple
and true fact that it is only through
organization and through collective
bargaining can we better our conditions, secure better wages and
working agreements.
We all know that the Canned
Salmon Industry are not only
strongly organized into a big association to advance their interests
but have at their command unlimited resources to protect them and

can Federation of Labor and the
Congress of industrial Organization.
"We are heartily in favor of
any moves that will serve to bring
about genuine unity in the American labor movement.
"Fraternally Yours,
"LEWIS MERRILL,
"General President,
"United Office and Professional
Workers of America."
The next letter was received
from William Green, President of
the American Federation of Labor:
"Dear Sir:
"In making reply to your letter
dated February 3, may I ask you
why you do not call upon the representatives of the organizations
who created the division within
the ranks of labor to return to
the parent body?
"Why do you not ask those
who have caused the dissension
and strife in the labor movement
to desist from continuing to do
so?

tion adopted by your organization.
"Please be advised that same will
receive our attention.
"Fraternally Yours,
"S. J. HOGAN."
The next letter was received
from the office of John L. Lewis:
"Dear Sir and Brother:
"Mr. Lewis has asked me .to
thank you for your letter of February 3 enclosing the resolution
on unity passed by the San Francisco Bay Area District Council
No. 2, of the Maritime Federation
of the Pacific.
"Mr. Lewis appreciates deeply
your courtesy in sending him this
resolution and wishes to assure you
that it will receive the most careful consideration of the Executive
Board.
"Sincerely Yours,
"RALPH HETZEL,JR.,
"Secretary to the President.
(John L. Lewis)

Below is the letter sent by Allan S. Haywood, New York Re"Do you not realize that those gional Director of the CIO:
who formed dual movements, who
"Dear Sir and Brother:
divided labor, who created the reb"The resolution adopted by the
el, rival movement, are responsiSan Francisco Bay Area District
ble for the split that exists within Council
of the Maritime Federation
ranks
of labor?
the
of the Pacific received.
I note
"You complain about disunity. what you have to say concerning
Why don't you complain to those
unity in the labor movement. I
who have caused it why don't assure you that we stand for unity
you strike at :the cause of dis- if it can be arrived at on a basis
The American Federa- which will promote organization
unity?
tion of Labor did not create a of the workers in the mass prorebel, rival, dual movement which duction industries into unions of
split labor asunder. We can have their industry.
unity in the labor movement when
"Of course you well know that
those who left it come back
we could have had unity in the
home.
first place had the AFL not Il"Very truly yours,
legally suspended the unions
GREEN."
"WILLIAM
Which did go out and organize
The following letter was received the workers. We could have had
from S. J. Hogan, President of the unity without activity and left
National Marine Engineers' Bene- the workers unorganized. That
ficial Association:
kind of unity no real trade unionist would favor.
"Dear Sir and Brother:
"We have for acknoweldgment
"You can rest assured that the
your letter of the 6th Instant, officers and members of unions aftogether with a copy of resolu- filiated with the CIO here in New
York will promote the cause of
unity at every opportunity.
"So far as the CIO is concerned, it cannot accept the fifth
Lawyers Uphold Maritime Workers
'W herea s' in your resolution
In Fight for Wallgren Amendments
where it applies to the international officers of our organizaCHICAGO.—Strong support to the statute books when the first
tion. The men who head our
United States Congress met.
laws which would prevent misuse
movement have given unselfishly
of the mutiny status has been voted
The Morro Castle disaster, which
here by the Natibnal Lawyers' was followed immediately by the of their time and service and
Guild, meeting at the LaSalle Hotel petition of the Ward Line to limit the unions they represent have
contributed liberally to organize
its liability to Twenty Thousand
in convention.
the unorganized in all industries.
conviction
Delegates representing every ($20,000.00) Dollars; the
They are ready now to inauguchapter of the Guild throughout the of the S. S. Algic crew under the
1792 statute; and the charges pre- rate and accept an honorable
nation were present.
peace that will promote the conThe lawyers, urged by 'William L. ferred against the crew of the S. S.
tinuity
of the efforts to organize
Standard, counsel for the National Seathrush in Philadelphia, revealed
the workers of the country.
Maritime Union, demanded immedi- situations which called for inunedi"I am in accord with the spirit
ate passage of H. R. 3427 and H. R. ate action on the past of progressive lawyers. At Standard's sug- of your resolution, and again I say
3428.
These bills were introduced by gestion, therefore, the National to you that in fact I am of the
Congressman Sirovich on January Lawyers' Guild amended its consti- opinion that every other office and
30th, 1939, and hi effect make pun- tution to create a standing commit- member of the Executive Board of
the Congress is in accord with it.
ishable misconduct on board ves- tee on Admiralty Law.
The fault does not lie with the
sels under the mutiny statutes only
This Committee will be comCongress of industrial Organizathe
in
misconduct
defined
if the
posed of progressive lawyers
Statute took place while on board throughout the country, who are tions.
"Wishing you every success in
a vessel "under way on the high
vitally interested in maritime
seas."
law. It will undertake a com- keeping and maintaining unity on
Standard briefly reviewed the
plete restatement of the law of the Pacific Coast, and in your efpresent state of the Admiralty
Admiralty to bring it as nerly forts to organize and protect the
workers, I am,
Law and pointed out that at the
up to date as possible.
present time the rules and pro"Fraternally Yours,
It should be of interest to seamen
cedure of the Admiralty Courts
"ALLAN . HAYWOOD."
that the National Lawyers' Guild
are substantially unchanged since
s
has
only
aggressive
taken
steps not
they were originally placed upon
Here
is
complete
the
text of the
in behalf of maritime workers but
also in behalf of American farmers important unity resolution which
is meeting quick response in the
our worthy secretary don the make- and the vast army of unemployed.
Maritime Federation's campaign
up of Ferdinand the Bull:
for a united labor movement:
The sparrows, who believe in the
Jacksonvi
lle, Fla.
theory of "two being able to live
Resolution
as cheaply as one," got a break
WINE—DANCING—BEER
last week with all the cowboys and
WHEREAS:
The jurisdicAlert Your Shipmates at
their steeds in town. It was a gala
tional disputes and internal
day, just like the circus coming to
MA GRIFFIN
'
S
strife in organized labor, in
BEAUTIFUL HOSTESSES
town. All the members forgot about
the United States is threaten19 Washington St.
jobs and went out to watch the
ing the very structure of
JACKSONVILLE. FLA.
parade.
unionism, causing many, of
V

SAN
FRANCISCO—B r other
Henry Mayes, Book No. 1848; takes
a steamheated cake for the resolution which he introduced at the
last meeting at headquarters.
Brother Mayes in his resolution
does bring out a point however that
should be given serious consideration by the membership in view of
the fact that the meetings have
been lasting far too long and many
of the brothers are wanting to
speak two and three times on the
same question.
The resolution is as follows:
"WHEREAS: It is the contention of some of the members of
the Marine Cooks and Stewards
at headquarters that they are unable to get the floor at the regular meeting, and
"WHEREAS: it is impossible to
give every member the floor on our
present schedule of an eight (8)
hour basis, and
"WHEREAS: It is the contention
of the conscientious objectors that
their democratic privileges and
constitutional rights are being violated' by the chairman of the meeting;
"THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That in the future no time
limit be set in conducting the meetings and that we go on record to
conduct our meetings on the basis
of a six-day bicycle race or rolling
skating marathon."
Brother Mayes is well known for
his wit and sarcasm but behind the
proposed resolution is a thought
that while the MC&S has done everything possible to give everyone
an opportunity to speak on all questions, some brothers still contend
that they have not had ample time
to air their views. The meetings
have been last from four to six
hours and the brothers have been
able to speak as much as they
choose on all questions without interruption.
Such democratic meetings in
which the rank and file has such
full opportunity to express themselves many times, as they
choose, cannot be paralleled by
any other union on the front. But
if the members do not attempt to
cooperate with the chairman the
meetings are bound to take tip
far more time than is necessary'.
• Don't Patronize Hearst•

PORTLAND
FOUGEROUSE

Norene Seems To Be
Aimed Also
At Harry Bridges
PORTLAND— It's had enough
that Roy Norene, Portland Federal
immigration officer, is trying to deport John Fougerouse, Marine
Cooks & Steward agent, without
any justification. But the Fougerouse case goes far beyond Portland.
It is aimed not at Fougerouse
alone, but at every foreign-born
seaman. It is aimed, we suspect, at
providing an excuse for deporting
Harry Bridges, who was a seaman
before he became a longshoreman.
Norene, no attorney, bases his
case against Fougerouse on a
brand-new legal theory he has concocted all by himself. Norene says
that Fougerouse, legally admitted
to the U. S. should be deported because In 1935, Norene charges, Fougerouse went ashore in Cuba for a
few hours from a ship on which he
was working.
Norene's pretty theory is that if
a foreign-born person, after being
admitted to the U. S. steps outside
the U. S. boundaries for even one
minute, he automatically becomes
subject to deportation.
It happens that Norene won't get
away with it with Fougerouse, because luckily the Marine Cooks'
agent was able to find a seaman
who knew he DIDN'T go ashore in
Cuba as Norene charges, and testified' to that fact.
1Flut it' Norene gets away with
establishing his tricky theory, look
at what could happen: Every minnaturalized resident of the U. S.
who has ever left U. S. soil for one
minute since he entered this country could be deported. That includes a lot of people. It includes
every foreign-born seaman, for instance—Norene's argument is that
Fougeronse, foreign-born, became
deportable by going ashore in Cuba
for only a few hours.
The Fougerouse case is now in
Washington, where the bureau of
immigration of the department of
labor will decide its outcome. Letters and telegrams to James B.
Houghteling should be sent in explanation of what Norene is up to.

National Maritime Union
250 Replacements Shipped
On Moore-McCormick Lines

Decide On
Affiliation
PORTLAND—An open meeting
of the Columbia River Fishermen's
Protective Union has been announced for March 2, at 7:30 p.m.,
for the purpose of listening to AFL
and CIO speakers on the question
of national or international affiliation for the CRFPU.
This Fishermen's Protective Union formerly was affiliated to the
ISUA, but has been independent
since top officials turned phoney
and wrecked that organization.
The 1500 members, gillnetters on
the Columbia River, are very anxious to affiliate and know the necessity of concerted action by the
workers.
It is hoped that the CIO will be
able to secure Harry Badges, West
Coast Director, and John Brost,
president of the Oregon State Industrial Union Council, to talk to
the meeting on the subject of the
CIO.
George Kell, secretary of District
Council No. 3, has already announced that plans are being made to
secure Bruce Hannon, secretary of
the Maritime Federation, to speak
on the question of affiliation to the
Federation.
Martin Olsen, secretary of the
Federated Fishermen's Council, has
consented to appear in behalf of
militant organization affiliation for
the protection of the workers.

Prison Probe
Follows Labor
Protest
SAN FRANCISCO.—Demand for
a thorough investigation of brutality to prisoners at San Quentin has
led to the launching of an inquiry
by California State authorities.
This was the word sent this week
to Secretary Bruce Hannon, of the
Maritime Federation, by John Gee
Clark, Chairman, California Board
of Prison Terms and Paroles.
The Maritime Federation led
the move for the investigation
following a strike among San
Quentin
prisoners in
protest
against their rotten food and in.
human treatment by prison officials.
Clark, high in the councils of
the Olson administration, is also
Chairman of the State Democratic
Party.

Former Maritime Comish Ships
NEW YORK.—Approximately 100 dues and assessments.
They had
members of the crew of the S. S. plenty of time to make
up these
Brazil were replaced with NMU deficiencies, but they
failed to
members coming off the shipping take advantage of the
warnings
list in the hall here this week.
of the Union.
This makes a total of about 250
Roughly, 80 Stewards, 14 memjobs coming from the hall as re- bers of the Engine Department,
and
placements on the three linen's, six in the Deck were removed
for
Moore-McCormick recently acquir- the above reasons.
LABOR UNITY means JOB
ed from the Maritime Commission.
On the S. S. Uruguay, the first
SECURITY.
Those who were taken off the of the three liners which went
tinthree ships lost their jobs for der the provisions of the
agreement
Labor unity is the best guarantee
one of the two following rea- with Moore-McCormick,
75 delin- against
employer attacks.
sons: either they had no Union quents were taken off. Two
weeks
books or their books were over ago 80 replacements were shipped
six months behind In payment of aboard the S. S. Argentina.
PORTLAND, ORE.

FORWARD TO A
NATIONAL MARITIME
FEDERATION

Ben Weinstein

Sam Hammel

H. W.& M. Co. 1-2
Shell—Gasco Gasoline
Shell Lubrication • Shell Oil
8th & W. Burnside St., BR. 1949
14th d N. W. Couch St., BR. 0947
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Fishermen To

the workers to lose confidence in the organizations
and their leadership, and
WHEREAS: The efforts to curb,
and finally eliminate the lawful activities of the labor movement on
the Pacific Coast, spring from the
desire of those wishing to capitalize on labor's own civil war, to
the end that the worker's exercise
of his bargaining rights for innproved hours, wages, and working
conditions may be erased as a hindranae to the free and unrestricted exploitation of labor, and
WHEREAS: All the jurisdictional and internal strife in the labor
movement has contributed greatly
to the casting of public opinion
in a mould which will serve to advance the purpose of destruction
of all bona fide unions, and
WHEREAS: We feel that these
conditions facilitated the opportunity of the opponents of labor,
to strengthen their positions In
the governments of the nation
and the various states, and
WHEREAS: In the opinion of
the ranks of organized labor, the
factional differences in the labor
movement are being continued
largely because of personal animosities on the part of some of
the leaders, and
WHEREAS: It has been demonstrated that the leaders of both
factions either can not or will
not, heal the breach that keeps
the workers fighting each other
(thereby weakening our efforts
for further advancement, and for
the establishment of greater confidence In our cause on the part

Attorneys - Sailors' Union of
the Pacific, Portland
of the general public); now,
therefore, be it
Green & Boesen
RESOLVED: That the rank and
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
file of organizations shall assert
6th and Morrison
themselves by demantling that the
internal warfare cease at once,
in the interests of unity and solidarity, and to this end we recommend the following:
1. That the Honorable Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the LI
United States, be hereby requestI.L.W.U.,Local 1-281
ed to intercede by appointing a
Meets 2nd and 4th Friday
fact-finding committee to ascertain the causes of the continORIENT HALL
ued dissension in the American
S. E. 6th and Alder
Labor Movement.
—Office2. That the findings of the com710 S. E. Grand Ave.
mittee be submitted to an arbitraPhone East 4389
tion board of nine members as
follows: three members to be
chosen by the American Federation of Labor; three to be chosen
Marine Firemen, Oilers, Water.
by the Congress of Industrial Ortenders & Wipers' Assn.
ganizations; and three to be chosen
Gus Oldenburg, Agent—Thursday at 7 p. in., 111 W. Burnside
by the President Of the United
St., Tel. Beacon 4336, Portlands
States, these last three to repreOne.
sent the general public.
3. That the solution of this controversy, recommended by a maMarine Cooks and Stewards'
jority of this Board be submitted
Association of the Pacific.
to a referendum of the entire memJohn J. Fougerouse, Agent, 220
bership of both the American FedS. W. Pine street, Portland, Ore.
eration of Labor and the Congress
of Industrial Organizations; the result of such a vote to be final and
St. Helens Oregon
binding upon both parties to the
controversy.

Portland
Meetings

ADOPTED BY: San Francisco
Bay Area District Council No. 2,
Maritime Federation of the Pacific
at a regular meeting, January 17,
1939.

St.Helens, Oregon,ILWU 1-68
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays
C. STEWART
President

C. E. KREMER
Secretary

Thursday, February 23, 193"
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Warehouse Sports Section

DISTRICT COUNCIL EVENTS

ALASKA
Comments

KETCHIKAN, ALASKA,
tions and work has been knocked
On hand to chinch the game
the victor when they meet the preBy BOB LUCAS
ILWU 1-61,
off a couple of vessels docked there.
will be:
Sports Publicity Director ILWU 1-6 ceding night.
Fresh and frozen fish
also
is
which
Frenna.
tournament,
Scollin,
This
Forwards:
consecutive
Four crucial tilts on
processors.
Alaska Cannery Workers' deleCenter: Skov.
nights! That's the handicapping sanctioned by the P.A.A., is sponBrother Harding reported th '
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
Athletic
Brother Woolf, reported on
Industrial
gate,
Monoghan.
the
Davis,
by
Guards:
sored
Francisco's
John Boettiger, publisher of the
setup faced by San
We of ILWU 1-61 would like to
Center and Forward: Fassler.
Ellis Patterson, Progressive Lieu- a trip to Seattle where he met
The Maritime Federation Coun- P-I, promised to use his influen famed Warehouseman five which Association of Oakland.
use a little space in the "Voice" to
games
these
to
admission
McShane.
General
Guard:
Governor, this week appeal- •with the other groups and they cil stood solidly behind ARTA in with packers who are refusing
tenant
of
bunch
hopes to prove that a
let our union brothel's outside know
*
• *
working towards a master favoring enactment of State Senate pay fact finding award.
Unionist athletes can compete with and also the P.A.A. games in Kezar
we are still here and in the pro- ed to all democracy loving persons are
for the Coast. Reports Bill 168, known as the State Civil
contract
cents.
administration
forty
state
be
the
support
will
*
to
•
•
basketbest
ILWU GIRLS TEAM
and knock over the
gressive movement strong as ever,
HEARST GARBAGE
in putting over the platform prom- no meetings with packers who Liberties Act, which would guarTROUNCES GLEN PARK 42-28
ball teams from here to Denver.
Secretary also reported that Con:if not stronger.
tactics as last antee the protection of the right of gremsman Martin Smith, Hoquia •
We picked one of Willie Hearst's
Playing a determined game and
The answer to the question of
The reason I say stronger Is ised by the Democratic Central are pulling same
year of stalling negotiations un- free speech. A resolution was voted for $150,000 appropriation for
whether or not a team can stand Examiner's out of a garbage can displaying real skill the warehouse because we have recently taken Committee in their recent victory.
sport g.rls won. their first game by the
til the last minute and then tell- passed urging enactment and sent continuation of Dies committee
four grueling tests in succession the other day to glance at the
in some new members and natZ. R. Brown told the council that ing the unions to take it or to Senator J. H. Ferryman, chair- vestigation and that Congressman
will be partly disclosed this eve- section. And there it was—just tidy margin of 14 points. This was urally this sentence is self-exart- no cinch for a newly organized outit.
man of the Senate Committee on Magnuson had abstained from t •
ning at Kezar when the blue and what we were looking for—an
planatory. Now, that we have a he was invited to become a mem- leave
•
Public Morals, and to Senator N. P. ing a stand on this measure.
4
white clad qintet coached by Heinie icle on the San Francisco P.A.A. fit facing good competition. How- sub-district council of the Mari- ber of the Committee 9f 48, a DemoARTA 'Delegate Hansen reports Atkinson.
Price meets its first tough foe in Tournament which is sponsored by ever, the girls were determined not time Federation functioning at cratic Committee for Northern
packers notifyBrother Ham-ding's request for
the P.A.A. Basketball Tournament the same Examiner. At least, that's to be outdone by the men and they
Ketchikan, it makes us feel more California similar to one being set letter from Alaska
• ing them that the company is terthat decides the best casaba toss- what we thought, but after reading went out to win the game. The girls like an actual part of the pro- up in Southern California.
The CIO national office this week secretary for one day a week due
minating agreement with ARTA acknowledged receipt of the coun- to press of work entailed by (
ing outfit in the country. As this a ways we couldn't find anything are out to equal the men's record gressive labor movement.
This committee has adopted a
and would notify them when ready
went to press no word had yet on the tournament, except that the and have started out playing real LEGISLATION
cil's condemnation of Richard Fran- ordinating committee was granted.
program to:
to negotiate.
•
been received as to which oppo- YMI, Olympic Club and Golden heads up basketball.
It is certainly gratifying 'to read
cis' endorsement of McGovern, em1.—Assist the Administration in
•
State were participating.
Brother Sullivan, IBU, reported
nent the boys draw for tonight.
ployer stooge, as fish commissioner
There is still plenty of standing in the Voice about the fine efforts developing and enacting a legislaBrother Dillon, Machinists 68
Not a word about the other clubs, room at the girls games for those being put forth by the various DisTomorrow evening comes test
to replace anti-labor Bell in Alaska. signing of contract with Paci
tive program.
delegate, reports the Machinists
alone the CIO warehousemen's that get there early. The game with trict Councils to have progressive
let
tangles
•
number two when the gang
Construction Co. for $125 a mon a
2.—To properly interpret to the agreement expires April 1 and
and
44-hour week.
on the hardwood with the only ag- teem which might surprise them thc I:asting's, scheduled for Tues- legislation enacted and also watchThe council backed the Maritime
Administration the desires of the are having a special meeting to
gregation to defeat them this sea- all. And we were just thinking, if day, Fob, 21, has been postponed; ing so carefully to keep the reacgovthe
against
stand
Federation's
people of the state.
discuss new agreement. Reports
the Examiner feels that there are
son—The Gruppo Giovanile.s'
new playing date will be announced tionaries from carving up the beneernment giving money to the Matnight
they
had
bothlast
the
Tuesday
why
entered
in
Demteams
the
making
3.—To
assist
three
only
DECISIVE GAME
later. The third game will be ficial laws that are so helpful to
.1
son Navigation Company at this
ocratic Party a permanent progres- first meeting of Alaska men and
It will be, as we stated last week, er to allow the step children out- played Feb. 28 at Roosevelt when all labor.
because of their anti-union
time
expect to get coastwise uniform
the game that counts, for the team fits to even associate with these the girls meet the Amazons. This
Believe us, we are behind those sive political force in the state.
activitiea. Delegate Kinnear of
agreement.
of
cause
4.—To
the
promote
that wins walks off with the A great money making quintets?
can't
help
boys
but
and
feel
they
team deserves your support.
ILWU 1-19 moved concurrence for
democratic government.
Division title of the City Recreation
But that's the rub.
the motion.
Get out to the next game—and are making progress at the same
Matter of Sapiro suit referred to
*
*
•
League. The scene will be James
all
us
realizing
on
time
they
depend
The Examiner has nothing to do get there early.
Federation.
Maritime
8:20.
Backing the Maritime FederaLick gym, 25th and Noe at
with the selections of teams that
A letter was received from the
Here are the names of the play- to honestly and faithfully support
tion in its' stand on Matson comAnd we have a hunch I.hat revenge play—that's up to the P.A.A1 itself,
them.
Seattle branch of the Marie Fireers: Forwards, Verne Williams,
pany getting assistance from
Is going to be very sweet.
0.4
but the Examiner, of course can Irene Jones, Mary Alberigi, Carol RADIO BROADCAST
men, Oilers, Watertenders and WipSaturday evening in Oakland Mu- give as much or as little publicity
Washington, D. C., the Council
The Industrial Labor Council of
Council went on record setting ers officially informing the council
ii
Simmons. Guards, Jessica Lobig,
nicipal Auditorium at 9:30 the boys as they choose to the teams paradopted the Federation program
up a Co-ordinating Committee of of their withdrawal from Council 1
Margaret Spirz, Hilda Bonfigli, which we are a component part,
of thumbs down until Matson
clash with their initial foe in the ticipating. Anyway, wouldn't it be
organizations interested in ob- of the Federation. The local has
Mary de Martini, Dena Malatesta. now has a contract with radio
adopts a labor policy which reOakland Regional Invitational Has- interesting to see the CIO cage
station KGBU for weekly time
taining Alaska agreements. First had no delegates to the council for
* * •
ketbaR Tournament—the powerful squad win the tournament and go
verses its anti-labor stand.
meeting will be held the first the past six months and have paid
and once each week a broadcast
IN THIS CORNER
Strom Clothiers, last year's P.A.A. back to Denver on the labor hating
is
air,
over
which
the
goes
out
Monday in March:
.1*
no per capita tax since May.
RISSO vs. PARKS
./
•
winners that made the trek back Examiner's do-re-mi? It can happen,
proving to be helpful in bringing
Vernon Smith, labor editor of the
report Matson ComDelegates
29
011s— „„.
Is it true what they say about
to the finals at Denver. And if this brothers, it can happen.
to the attention of those workers pany has "lousy" conditions aboard People's World, spoke before the
A move or the Maritime FederaJimmy? We have it on good auone isn't tough enough—if the boys
labor
the
outside
progressive
ship and that the island agreements council outlining the European sit- tion to have all detective agencies
ILWU squad and probable line- thority that wedding bells will ring
win from the Clothiers they may
movement, that there is only one with Matson are rotten in compari- uation.
up for Thursday game:
who make their money through pro25.
February
on
play again Sunday evening at seven
solution to our present day dif- son with those on the mainland.
moting of labor strife by supplying
of
Barb!.
sort
that
O'Rourke,
all
Forwards:
and
luck,
Good
North
the
O'clock against either
SAN FRANCISCO —Reorgani
ferences after all and that "Unlabor spies, strike breakers and
Center: Spirz.
thing! We'll all be around for a
Oakland YMCA or the Alameda All
Lion
plans for the Pacific Stearnity" is the ointment we are in
John L. Lewis, president of the
other disreputable characters, was
cigar.
Olson,
Fisher.
Guards:
is
ship Co. have been approved he
Stars, depending on which team
need of.
Congress of Industrial Organizabacked by the council. The council
by Federal Judge Louder-back. T te
This town has seven attorneys tions, in a letter to the Council,
COMMUNICATIONS
is protesting the use of Pinkerton
plan calls for organization of t e
with shingles out, including an al- sent thanks for sending him the
From ILA of Sltagway request- Detective Agencies ,for the purpose
Pacific
the
Steamship Lines, Inc., 1
of
lotment of reactionaries
unity resolution which was passed ing cancellation of their applica- of anti-union tactics. A move has
der the laws of Nevada within 30
There has been, during the past worst type with no sympathy for by the council and assured us that
tion for affiliation to Council. Re- been made in California to have
days.
week, several requests for infor- the New Deal program, so it's easy it will receive the most careful conquest was concurred in.
the licenses of these agencies re,Tliornas James, William Baummation pertaining to the duties of to see what a big help this radio sideration of the Executive Board.
voked by the governor'.
garten, D. M., Messers E. H. H
a delegate aboard ship. We are broadcast is to offset the goings
The council wen't on record to
and Grant Wren, were recommendtherefore printing the following in- on of this type of parasite to keep
The Council voted to notify all back any program by the MariRecommendations to Sub-District ed as a creditors' committee
in
always
formation:
the workers down and
legislators • that the Federation time Federation and other labor
Council No. 6 of the Federation in form the new corporation. Co abacks the passage of a $2,500,000 organizations that would broaden
Special attention should be paid darkness and poverty.
Alaska
from the council this week pany liabilities were listed at $2..
International
the
Daniel J. Tobin, powerful chieftain of
appropriation for a maritime hos- benefits of unemployment compento Clause 8, which states: "That SHIPS TIE UP
making the Juneau Mine, 495,397; assets at $2,143,555.
included
At the present time all the Amer- pital for Los Angeles harbor. The sation.
Brotherhood of Teamsters, this week warned all labor that the Chief Steward is urged to atSmelter workers eligible
Mill
and
Terbill was proposed ,by Lee Geyer,
tend all Joint meetings aboard ican ships that operate in the
*
*
•
for affiliation to that council. It,
unless the breach in labor's ranks is healed, improved the vessel as well as the rest of ritory are tied up and that usual AFL member and Reprefientative Brother
Lystad was elected a was explained that almost all work
the Stewards' Department," This howl is made that we are threaten- In the House.
wages and working conditions will be jeopardized.
delegate from ILWU 1-62 to an- in Juneau is tied up with the water
general working rule is issued ed with divers ailments, including
nual convention at San Francisco, front, the miners even operating
'Writing for the "Labor InformaLabor's Non-Partisan League Brother Harrell reported that the
the Union on Oct. 13, 1938, malnutrition but so far no burials
by
the
by
tion Bulletin," published
tugboats.
and should answer any of those have been caused thereby and the of San Francisco announces a ILWU 1-62 had wired support to
United States Department of Labor,
stoppage
mass meeting at which state po- the MM&P in beef with company.
who have been charging that the only thing about the boat
Tobin stressed the importance of
Statement of M. M. Dunlop of
membership of the Marine Cooks that we can howl about is the de- litical figures will appear and
*
•
labor unity for protection of the
Alaska Salmon Purse Seiners union'
copy of the give their stand on certain bills,
weekly
a
lay
getting
in
enbeen
have
Stewards
and
The
the
Ketchikan
Industrial Union
wages and working conditions•of
for Feb. 23 at the Building Serv- Council wired the House and Sen- to the Seattle Star about fish trap
couraged by their officials to "Voice."
man on the job.
Publicity Committee,
ive Employees Hall, 109 Golden ate at Juneau to pass a bill for situation in Alaska, occasioned
SAN FRANCISCO—Chiseling, In stay out of joint ship meetings
"One of the most difficult probmuch discussion. Committee com1-61.
ILWU
Gate
Ave., 8 p.m.
the
and
firemen
sailors.
with
radio subsidy for the broadcasting
lems confronting the Teamsters' order to defeat the purposes of
posed of Brothers Espe, Harding,
• ,*
•
board
on
of
Delegates
sharply
of
news
was
of
Duties
to
in
agreements,
interest
signed
fishermen
Union is the present breach
HOME COOKED FOODS
Toni Mooney writes the council as well as a full weather report. Stumpf, Jones and Judy elected to
the ranks of labor," Tobin wrote. condemned here, by Germain Bulcke ships as per recommendation by
issue
denial
to
and
Star
on
call
BEER
appealing for funds for the libera- This move was backed by the
Committee and passed at regular
president of ILWU 1-10.
r
BITTER WARS
Dunlop's statement that the can- Powell and Embarcade
tion
of
K.
Warren
Billings.
Council.
I
Recalling the bitter "jurisdicBulcke spoke for the entire union meeting of Headquarters, October
San Francisco
SUtter 9438
ned salmon industry would be tied
...............................................................
tional wars" which were waged, and stressed the fact that the dock 13, 1938:
up unless packers agree to remove
principally on the West Coast, To- and gange stewards, finding an in1.—Any member regardless of rat20 per cent of the fish traps.
Sneddon, MC&S delegate, rebin continued:
creasing number of petty, chisel- ing shall be elected delegate (if
JUNEAU, Alaska.—Henry Roden,
"No union has experienced the ing beefs instigated by the employ- satisfactory) to the rest of the dethe
member of the Alaska Territorial ports everything quiet except
unfortunate results of the strife ers, have begun to stiffen their re- partment. Chief Stewards exemptof
men
by
needed
job
supplying
Senate, this week assured the
116 Drumm St.
SAN FRANCISCO—At a recent
between the AFL and the CIO sistance to such tactics.
the IBU, with whom the Marine
ed.
Maritime Federation of the Pacific
of
meeting
Council
District
2
No.
"All
You Can Eat for 25c"
more Intensely than the rank and
The continued attempts to chisel
2.—He shall examine all books that he would fight bitterly against Cooks and Stewards have an of the Federation a committee was
Good Food - All Union He
file of the Brotherhood of Team- by employers," Bulcke said, "in re- and cards to see that the members
agreement. Reports they have
organization of an Alaska National
ss.
elected with instructions to provide
'
......sseassw
..:..............—aamas—s......
to
sufficient
handle
bartenders
eters.
gards to working with less men are in good standing, etc.
Guard.
an interesting educational program
and
the
situation
these
are
five
UNITY
LOCALS WANT
than are required by the agreement,
The Federation, through Bruce
S.—The Delegate shall not interday week jobs which is going to for each meeting.
"Members of the union are averse failureto hire sufficient men in
fere in the operation of the Stew- Hannon, Secretary, opposed the
So far, the Council has been
require several men to fill in.
to
or
line
picket
to go through a.
accordance with past practices; a ards Department but shall at all setting up of the National Guard in
to hearing Bill Bailey, retreated
Tells of certain finagling of cerhaul goods of an employer having systematic procedure in failing to
times take orders from the Chief the belief that it would be used
veteran from Loyalist
turned
relative
tain
officials
to
these
the
either
labor difficulties with
pay established rates, failure to Steward.
against organized labor in Alaska.
448 BroadwaY
Hannon, secretary of
Bruce
Spain;
bartenders. Reports everything
AFL or the CIO union.
pay meal money in instances where
"As you and members of your
w ho
Federation,
delethe
dispute
a
case
Complete Line
of
Maritime
4.—In
the
hand.
in
well
InterIn numerous instances the
it is required, have been discussed
organization are in perfect harmony
Washto
trip
the
Made Work Sh
of
Union
recent
the
orders
shall
obey
his
gate
on
spoke
national office has had to insist by our stewards.
the subject,"
upon
views
my
with
Vern
Dress Shoes
Chief Steward and take the matter
Brother Johnson, ILWU 1-24, re- ington and New York; and
Insur
upon the observance of contracts,
'It, has brought to the realiza- up with the Patrolman at the first Roden wrote, "it is unnecessary to
Peoples
the
for
,
Wide
of Sizes to Lo
writer
Range
Smith,
ports dispute with American Presidespite the desires of local memand
Comfort
tell you, that I shall oppose the
Good
tion of' the dock and gang stew - port.
for
Fit
and
dent lines reported in last weeks World, who spoke on fascism
bers to support the organizing acWear.
passage of it.
aids the necessity of insisting that
5.—When overtime is worked, the
of the Voice of the Federa- the fight for democracy that is beSoles
issue
tivities of another union within the he
—
for
"Much opposition has developed;
Men's Solex Half
employers live up to their own
delegate shall compare same with
The action of the member- ing waged on many world fronts.
tion.
plant.
the
holding
am
I
reason
for that
cry 01 'sanctity of contracts,'
Other speakers scheduled are Abthe Chief Steward on each occasion,
ship in standing pat when American
STRENGTH DIVERTED
measure up in the Committee as
"The dock and gang stewards
who spoke on the cooperative
bott,
for
Master
the
submit
to
and
same
President
Lines attempted to put
"This situation has resulted in are determined that any further
....................................................................
long as possible and will not removement Tuesday night, and Mike
signature.
checking
calling
kids
men
without
much of the strength of the work- violations of agreements or workport it out unless I am compelled
representathrough the halls, was to create Quinn, CIO publicity
Pat Murphy, Proprietor.
6.—The Delegate must cooperate to do so.
ers being frittered away by the ing rules will be met with increastive, who will speak on "Union Pubmore
jobs
for
the
29
union.
every
in
Steward
with
the
Chief
division within labor's ranks.
"My present opinion is that it
MURPHY'S
ed resistance by them and all the
Reports a picket line to be placed licity Problems" on March 21,
way, and do his utmost to promote will not pass."
members of the union.
UNITY MEANS WAGES
4213 CLAY ST.
around the Encinal Terminal in
harmony at all times in the depart"They particularly want to call
"Unless the breach can be healed
at Murphy's, Former' at 1
"Meet
Oakland in protest against violament.
Attend Your Union Meetings.
STREET
and the millions of toilers brought to the attention of everyone that
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.......................................
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tends to affect the smooth operaS. F.
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a
be
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Men's
Maritime
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chiseling.
the labor movement."
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More About
Attack On
Wage Scales

Editor:

LABOR PEACE

More About a Real Flop

Wipers Or Engineers?

I take this opportunity of con(Continued from Page 1)
gratulating the staff of the Voice Stewards, called special meetings
on the splendid way they are bring- —on very short notice—to map
ing the Voice to be the most popu- out their program against the
lar working class paper of the Pa- wage, scales and working condi.
Lions of the Metal Trades.
cific Coast.
Talk of attempts to revive the
I have been a reader for the past
3 years and in a position to see the Ill-fated "Seafarer's Federation"
wonderful improvement of late. It followed the action.
Maritime
Federation officials
takes me back to the days when 1
was a constant reader of the Appeal pointed out that the Metal Trades
to Reason by Eugene Debs. Being men were the first to go out fola union man of quite a number of lowing the longshore strike in 1934.
Eugene Burke, secretary Of the
years standing I have been trying
to fathom out what the hell's the Marine Cooks and Stewards, ge,V0
matter with some of the union men hearty endorsement in San Franover the line. Have they joined cisco, to the stand of Brother Harup with the umbrella man's union ris in support of the Metal Trades
and all become interventionists be- wages scales.
"We are solidly behind Hamill.
cause to me B. C. is a very tender
spot in your next line up against our Seattle agent, in his action of
supporting the Metal Trades COU11the big shots,
cirs strike against the Alaska
They were considering shipping
Steamship Co. for an agreement
the Alaska freight up here to beat
and the maintenance of Metal
the Alaska seamen to their knees.
Trades wage scales," Burke said.
If the President of the United
"We are happy that attempts to
States thinks it is essential to
develop the ugly specter of Jurisbring about a united front of the
dictional warfare into this dispute
United States and Canada, how
have been thoroughly repudiated
about you workers making a drive
by organized labor. The action of
to reorganize men where they bethe Seattle Central. Labor Council
long in the Maritime Federation of
and the AFL Teamsters Union Jointhe Pacific.
ing with the Maritime Federation
This would make a solid chain in this
fight to maintain union
from south to north and to hell with wages,
hours and working condithe reactionaries; you know the tions is
a striking example of labor
ones I mean—Ryan, Morris, Lunde- unity.
berg and such tripe. Keep up the
"Unity such as this is essential
good work for the release" of King, for the
protection of all our unRamsay and Conner.
ions."
I remain, fraternally yours for
unity,

(Continued from Page 2)
fought strikes and given us the
the membership getting restless conditions we are now enjoying.
as he rattled, it was now plainly
We are working for unity of all
seen that it was all a personal men that sail the seven seas under
beef. He took his last chance by our glorious flag in our union that
cArging
non-union
activities, can use its united power on the
San Francisco, Calif.
to be appointed by the Chief ExeSan Pedro, Calif.
MEBA enters into negotiations with
again with nothing but his opin- job and its political power on the
Editor, Voice of the Federation:
cutive of the city or town adminisEditor, the Voice:
the
Coastwise S. S. Line. They
ion
to
back up the charge.
politicians to still better our work,,Our individual opinions, I firmly tration such as the Mayor of the
In the last issue of the Voice I will find it hard to renew the presMEMBERSHI
ing
P
VOTE
conditions.
believe, are either a foundation or city or Chief Burgess of the town.
read where Brother O'Sullivan of ent agreement whereby the comThe memb
called disgustingly SPLITTERS HIT
a part of a foundation for the build- The three so appointed to be outthe MFOW, on making his weekly pany carries 5 engineers on each
for a vote andeoverwhelmingly they
We believe many ambitious laing of strong organizations
based standing individuals insofar as libmeeting report, stated that he has ship. No doubt the fourth assistant
voted that the charges be not su- bor leaders like Lundeberg and
unification, equality, solidarity, eralism, competency, and honesty
at last convinced Capt. Trout, op- will be dropped. The company
stained. This victory of the Mon- his supporters are determined to
a id justice.
are concerned in dealing with maerating manager of the Coastwise stands to gain plenty from the exI am offering as an, individual, jor problems and recognizing the terey was still a greater victory of control us and shape our policies S. S. Line,
where he should put change.
the Rank and File who pay their by splitting the Maritime Federale ensuing
paragraphs for study fact that labor unity will better
deck engineers aboard the comAt present three oilers and three
dues
and
go to sea and want noth- tion which the past two years
and analysis and hope further
pany's six ships.
sug- the community.
firemen make over fifty dollars per
ing
in
retinn
but
a
betterment
since
the
strike
of
has
given
us
stions and recommendations will
For 'many months now Capt. month overtime each on these ships,
(2) State Committees to be as conditions at sea.
plenty of proof of their splitting
be submitted to the "Voice"
relative. follows:
Trout has been trying to get the without working one moment over
EQUAL RIGHTS
tactics.
the problem involved.
MFOW to negotiate with his com- eight hours per' day. The extra
One state official of the AFL.
We want a union built on a
Now many of you know the unAT CROSSROADS
pany.
His main object was to try money, or overtime money if you
One state official of the CIO.
foundation of equal rights, the successful attempt to disgrace the
We are at dangerous crossand get out from under the costly wish to call it such, for three men
official
Railroad
One
state
the
of
fullest
liberty,
and an even break Monterey.
.t-oads. Division of the
verbal agreement these ships now on each ship would more than pay
ranks is
Brotherhood.
for all, no matter what their race, SQUARE DEAL
not only causing wide-spread miswork under. For, as we all know, for a deck engineer on each ship.
One
member
church
group
of
a
political
or
religious beliefs may
Thanks to all those members that
.ry to the innocent dependents
fireman and oiler are being paid
a
Unless said deck engineer is to
as provided in the Municipal be.
gave us a square deal on the eviof the laborer but aiding
overtime for all hours that cargo is receive more than is paid by other
reactionCommittees.
The
writer
can
truthfully
say that dence presented. It was a greater
ary legislators to impede the
worked. Day or night. Over- companies by far, every hour of
One neutral outstanding citizen the Monterey is progressing. As victory for the Rank and File than being
'progress of humanity, Industry,
time pay while on straight time.
overtime he makes will be blood
of the state.
our delegate so well said at the perhaps you realize. Had we lost
home-building, and family securIn the past the company has been money and not gravy such as the
The State Secretary of Labor.
meeting.
it would have been another ship
ty. Jurisdictional dinputes
against the idea of putting on a oiler and firemen now get on these
canThe members of the church and
We were bitter against exSecre- tomorrow and an active member
not cure existent evils.
deck engineer. One reason was that same ships.
Unity citizen groups to
be appointed by tary Ferguson faking our meeting the next day until at last the Fire.an. There is ample work for the
the Cooks and Stewards were deIf Brother O'Sullivan can do betgovernors
the
the
of
states.
with
dummies
so
well
eaposed by men's Union would be like another
vast multitude of laborers both
manding one more mess boy, should ter for the union in .a deal with
(3) A National Committee con- Bridges, also those officers who sea-going union you well
;killed and unskilled in our counknow of, the deck engineer be put on. Now this company he deserves a lot of
sisting of the following:
resigned a week later after Fergu- where a member does not dare to
try.
it seems that Capt. Trout has just credit. But I, and many others,
The head of the AFL.
son was expelled when instead they say anything against rotten condi)0NEST LEADERS PLEA
about talked the Marine Cooks and cannot see where, by making six
The head of the CIO.
should have taken leadership in tions in the meetings for fear his
Stewards' Union out of this demand jobs, at the loss of more than
Honest leaders are constantly
The head of the Railroad Broth- such a crisis. We were against book, which is his livelihood,
might and is in a good position to profit enough money to pay the wages on
leading for labor unity, not only
erhood.
throwing out the ninety-five per be lifted. We hope all ships and
for the city„ not only for
by taking on six more wipers.
those six jobs, is a bargain.
The Secretary of Labor.
the state,
cent' referendum vote in favor of men will have faith in the FireYes, I said wipers. That's just
•iit for the entire nation—for
If Brother O'Sullivan can talk
/The Secretary of Commerce.
the
the National Maritime Organiza- men's Union in getting a fair hearabout all it amounts to.
company into taking another
the
ehtire world. This type of leaders
One member of a church group, tion.
ing and a fair trial.
Among the oilers and firemen wiper in place of the messboy whom
.0 not seek glorification for
them- as provided in the Municipal and
We were against San Pedro
As a rank and filer you have on each ship in the company there
Book No. 214, D. No. 1,
the Stewards' Union has waived.
Ayes but recognize their responsi- State Committees.
local, with O'Sullivan's influence nothing to lose under the policy of
Local No. 11.
is at least one man with deck en- Thereby, creating two jobs instead
bilities and strive for the common
One neutral outstanding citizen. breaking our constitution by tak- a fair trial for all.
Geyer, Congressman,
gineer's certificate. He moves up, of one for each ship. Though it
eleare of tile men and women
The member of the church group ing in their local an ex-member, MONTEREY'S STAND
Says
the present wipers move up. And would still be a bargain for the
Approval Beneath
they represent.
They urge a and citizen to be appointed by the Muldenick, found guilty with FerThe Monterey will continue to the first assistant calls up. Yes, for Coastwise Line, it
would be more
°rough study and concentration
Congress'
Dignity
guson and expelled by HeadquarPresident.
support our officers in their one more wiper.
et the Constitutions of the
than Capt. Trout wishes to give.
organi- BELIEVES
ters
over
The
their
Dies
protest.
Committee was voted
We were
duties and our working rules to
WORKABLE
Even the man who takes the deck
My advice to Brother O'Sullivan
:tons and see to it that
no peralso against unsigned newspapers
an appropriation for its continthe letter, on a broad plan of engineer's job loses money RS this is to take it slow and easy
I feel that the above formula
- n is deprived of his
this
on
or her funas the "West Coast Fireman"
uance.
unity which can allow for men company works very little night tentative agreement.
is practical and workable, but
.amental rights nor privileges.
In subject
with
its
weekly
SAN FRANCISCO—Lee Geyer,
abuse
and
slander
having
their
own
differences
of course, to the judgof work.
E. J. FITZGERALD,
.ort, their administration is demoin favor of our present officers
member of the AFL and congressopinion and yet work together for
ment
of
family
the
labor
of
for
its
Comes
September
when
the
MFOW.
cratic and humanitarianized. We
who were largely elected through
man from Southern California, this
their betterment.
ye such leaders in our nation— adoption, rejection, or revision.
the
political
week once more proved himself a
tactics
and gutter
The fight will continue in the
Labor Is in fact and principle a
but only to a certain
extent.
methods of such an unsigned pa- Firemen's Union on the plans and
real
progressive in a statement
great family. Our nation—the
deberg's letter of Jan. 17th, in reply
ME NOT HONEST
per.
policies stated in this letter for
world—is a great family.
to the deck crew of the S. S. Hon- issued on why he did not vote for
It is regrettable that we also
which we have been so badly slandMust we remain divided and hos- SUPPORT FEDERATION
olulun, a copy of which is on file the Dies Committee.
ave throughout our nation an- tile? Unity
We have also fought to support ered by members and officers with
and peace can and
in the New York branch. In one THANKS HANNON
'other type of labor leader. Men must be realized.
Geyer, who has always welcomed
I appeal to the a Maritime Federation as against their political scandal sheet. Now
paragraph he states, "True enough,
ho seek NOT the common wel- conscience of
all labor leaders and Lundeberg's n o w discredited is the time for our members to
Moreno is acting agent for the SIU comments from the maritime unions
are of his toiling brothers and people of the
nation to help bring "Seafarers Federation." We are speak up and put the Firemen's
and consequently inasmuch as the on legislation, thanked Bruce HanSisters, but men whose actions about a definite and final solution strong supporters of the "Voice Union in the lead of the Maritime
published in our article from San SIU is in a state of 'emergency or- non, secretary of the Maritime Fed.
New
York
City,
nd attitude this past few years of this important
of the Federation" who's columns Federation of the Pacific and not
problem.
Feb. 10, 1939. Juan, together with our reply to ganization' he carries credentials' eration of the Pacific for comleads us to ask just what path
are open to all members of all permit it to be the cat's paw of
the third and last, which fact is signed by me as acting president mending his stand against the Dies
PRAISES PACIFIC COAST
ey are attempting to make us
viewpoints. We support It be- Lundeberg and his professional Dear Editor:
denied In the "Sabotage" article. of the SW."
Committee.
Labor unity is rapidly advancwalk: the path of promises or the
cause it is the Maritime Federa- AFL lifetime high salaried labor
On arriving in New York We received no long distance Moreno also has an ILA charter Geyer said in his statement on
ing on the Pacific Coast. We can
•ath of despair? From their action's official paper—our paper— leaders who are so well sewed up
spread this unity nationally and
from Puerto Rico, we found call and if one was made, we are and represents the men who have the "no" vote he cast:
ions we are doubtful about their
because we are part of the Fede- that all Hell cannot move them out,
"To my mind the Dies Committee
ignorant of what was said, as either been anathema to all West Coast
perpetuate it if we tackle the
ration and are held responsible and they beat you at every turn the weather decidedly win,Incerity in promoting our welis most Un-American.
Wilhelm or Moreno must have re- men for years.
problem with all our strength.
try, but we also found a
for what It prints by the Federa- trying it.
.are.
SMEARS NEW DEAL
ceived it.
In conclusion, I have endeavored
To what sorry condition have
tion.
What a comparison are these inwarming atmosphere of ap- The scurrilous
Yours
for
a
National
Union
of
"Its chief objective seems to
all
put
forth a proposal that will
to
ravings
John
of
we
been
reduced that we should
We have always fought for unity Seamen.
'iduals to the true and honest
proval from many quarters, Lui, SUP member and SIU organ- be
be to smear the New Deal and
benefit the nations' citizens as a
required to regard such perof the Pacific Coast through the
labor leaders mentioned in the preFraternally,
to discredit every person that
whole and re-establish the , Amerincluding our own SUP, izer in Baltimore in his West Coast sons fraternally?
_ ous paragraph. But in the final
Maritime Federation that h a
J.
H.
BECKMEYER,
ican home and family as it should
MFOW membership here in Sailor article of Feb. 3rd, state that After our arrival in New York has the slightest desire to bring
brought victory through two hard
Itaialyais; who is really victimized?
Book 3353, MFOWW.
about a better social order. I
be—free from poverty and want.
"the S. S. Colorado arrived in port we immediately
New York.
one other than the wage (mule&
made an attempt consider the
That's the American way.
Department of Jusof Baltimore with a good militant to start legal proceedings
- Unity must and will
For this we are very grateful,
against tice the proper
be accomRespectfully,
instrument for
aboard
her—all
crew
whom
of
were
.1ished, internal differences will
the American Hawaiian S. S. Co. dealing
as most of us were obliged to imwith Un-American activRAY J. DUNN,
unions."
affiliated
members
our
of
sappear and a strong foundation
for breaking the agreement.
mediately go on relief and it would
ities.
MCS 1268.
Further on in his disgusting tirade
Of common
have been decidedly unpleasant had
brotherhood laid if we
William L. Standard, the well BENEATH CONGRESS
he says, "Most of the gang were
ve thought of unity abundant consome of the rumors which had
known maritime lawyer to whom
"A vote in favor of the Dies Col*
paid off in good order, receiving
sideration and institute a nationreached us been true.
we took the case, decided after a mittee is putting the stamp Of ap
cash transportation subsistence and
de program for discussion and
In the west Coast Sailor of Jan.
study of the facts that he could proval upon an instrument and
wages back to P. R."
•eclaion.
20th, we found an article labeled,
not help us. His reason for such a process that is far beneath the dig
Editor:
We are willing to stake our decision is (with his permission
caused the democratic expression "Sabotage?" which derides the
NK & FILE VOTE
we nity of the greatest legislative body
At the last convention of the of the membership
that the "substitute" crew quote his own words):
shirts
UTM
of
the MFOWW
of Puerto Rico.
I request that we put the quesin the world.
California State Federation of Lawhich took the Coloradan out of
San Francisco, Calif.
ion before the people of the naAssociation of the Pacific to go up
As we previously stated In our
"The union officials on the DIES DISCREDITED
bor
(AFL)
which took place at
San Juan consisted of Puerto RiTo whom it may concern:
, ion with the hope
"I favor an investigation into
article from San Juan, the Union
West Coast probably defeated
in smoke.
that labor
cans with credentials supplied by
Regarding the question of plac- Santa Barbara a small minority of
• unity will be achieved
real Un-American activities, but
de
Trabajadores
your chance to collect wages,
de Muelles,
for the
And
the
membership
several
association
the
in the port of San
made
Moreno, and we expect, to have
•enefit of our working men and ing a deck engineer on the vessels
feel that the Dies Committee has
subsistence and transportation to
Pedro had a delegate there which donations for the Tom Mooney De- (UTM) has been the only longproof of that opinion In the near
women and their dependents and of the Coastwise Line I can state
thoroughly discredited itself by
shoremen's
the West Coast by their action in
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Support Goes To
Bellhops For
Living Quarters

News From Marine Cooks and Stewards
Constitutional Change
Joint Action Of
Ships' Crew Gains Conditions
Urge All Members to Abolish
Two-thirds Majority and Extend
For MC&S On Minnesotan
Voting Period In MC&S Union
Through the collective action of the Stewards and
Firemen, the Stewards' Dept.
aboard the Minnesotan was
able to better their conditions
by forcing the company to
grant practically all of their
demands.
All hands, Firemen, Sailors and
Cooks had gone on record for certain changes in the mess room,
which affected the Stewards Dept.
as well as the men who had to eat
in the Sailors' and Firemen's mess
room '
The Firemen and Cooks refused
to sign on until the company made
definite statements as to what demands they would grant. The Sailors' patrolman telephoned the SUP
Hall as to what action they should
take and were told to proceed to
sign on, which they did, since it
was instructions from the office.
NOT UNTIL •
Several Firemen had signed on
by mistake, but the rest refused to
do so until the following concessions were made:
1. New gaskets for the port
holes In the crew and petty officers' mess room.
2. The steamline, leading from
the engine room to the crews'
mess which had been freezing up
and causing considerable trouble,
was to be covered.
3. Table to be painted.
4. Approximately 40 iome

hours overtime to be granted to
the Stewards' Dept. due to the
freezing up of steamlines and
differences in interpretation of
the agreement.
On the ship's return it was agreed
to put in a new steel dish table
and sink, and to change its position
from the starboard side of the bulkhead to the after end. The present
drain board is made of wood and
is practically rotten and can not
be kept properly clean.
The most important item, however, was the verbal statement that
something would be done about the
lean on the scupper, which at present is at such a pitch that the water will not drain effectively.
It was also stated that there
would be sufficient time to cork the
crew's mess room which would
make it more liveable, for under
the present conditions, when it is
cold the room is like an icebox and
when it is hot, is like an oven.
Our Union is sincerely appreciative of the support given us by the
Firemen and understand full well
that the Sailors would have backed
up the demands that were agreed
upon had it been left up to them
and they had not received other instructions.
The ship's crew is rewritting its
demands on the basis of the discussion that was held with the company officials and are going to be
ready to go to bat for them on the
arrival of the ship in San Francisco.

SCABHERDER GETS 60
DAYS AT PUERTO RICO
He (Moreno) must also appear as
By FRANK HOFFMAN
defendant on March 4, 1939, for
Sec'y, Maritime Council of
shooting at us on the Grace Line
Puerto Rico.
On January 3, 1939, when the dock and when we attempted to
I:ITM was on strike against the picket the S. S. "Coloradan" with
American-Hawaiian Steamship Co., a rowboat.
Under the laws Of Puerto Rico,
scab-herder Moreno was involved in
a shooting scrape when as usual . you can appeal a gun sentence, but
some rank and file longshoremen you can't pay a fine; you must
serve a jail sentence.
tried to dump him.
We hope the judge feels better
He (Moreno) pulled his gun and
started to fire on the longshore- the next time and gives him six
men, although he had as usual his months.
I have asked the Attorney Genfour big body-guards. When he was
Benign° Fernandez Garcia, to
eral,
the
in
that
arrested, he testified
excitement, someone put a gun in appoint a prosecutor and he behis hand and, unknowingly, started ing a very favorable man to us,
to shoot. Not having a permit for has appointed our own lawyer, Eugenio Font Suarez, as prosecutor.
a gun, he was out on $700.00 ball.
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In Puerto Rico you can beat any
rap, but a gun charge. On February 11, the witnesses, his stooges
and a reporter from the "El Dia,"
by the name of Enrique Ramirez
Bra u, testified.
The reporter positively identified
Moreno as the one who did the
shooting.
The judge, Francisco del Valle,
after fining one of the rank and
file $25.00 for throwing rocks at
this scab-herder, he sentenced Moreno to 60 days in jail, and also
fined him for contempt of court
when he failed to appear the previous time as summoned on Feb.

Had Moreno received one day
only in jail, it would have meant
a lot to us in view of the tremendous backing he has from the Bull
Line and the corrupt politicians
here. He is trying to make his way
into their crooked hearts by praise
and the fact that he is representing the AFL (ILA organizer and
SIU agent.)
On February 9, Moreno published
a telegram he sent to Governor
Winship, congratulating him on his
fifth anniversary •as governor, in
the name of the ILA, the old racketeering oil.
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The regular ship meeting It
held February 3 at 9:50 p. m. at
sea, aboard the S. S. Montere •
'Ship's delegate Brother Harry
I3rownlee opened the meeting a.:7
Brother Grant Hartley was elected
1 ;„
chairman, and Brother Stengel ,
cording secretary.
The new ship's committee was
elected to carry out the work the union aboard ship for the rest
of the trip and the results of t

MARINE COOKS' AND STEWARDS' ASSOCIATION
RESOLUTION
WHEREAS: Article XXI of our Constitution covers the provisions relative to amending the Union's Constitution, and
WHEREAS: This article provides only a four week vote of
the membership and a two-thirds majority to carry, and
WHEREAS: The nature of our employment in the majority
of the large ships, denies a. number of large ships the opportunity
to vote at all when they are shipped on seven week voyages to
Australia, the Orient, etc., when the vote is limited to only four
weeks, and
WHEREAS: The provision of a two-thirds majority is
democratic enough when it is carried, but is anything but democratic when the two-thirds is not obtained, leaving us in the
position then of a minority dictating to a majority, as in the
recent cases of every vote on the raise In dues, and
WHEREAS: The California State Legislature ruled out the
same two-thirds majority requirement in the State Senate and
Assembly procedures, as an unfair and undemocratic provision,
and
WHEREAS: The will of the majority to decide an issue is
the very essence of our Jeffersonian democracy on which our Nation and society is based; now, therefore be it
RESOLVED: That Article XXI of our Constitution be
amended to read In paragraph 3, on manner and conditions
of voting to amend: "It shall then be voted on by a referendum ballot for six (8) consecutive weeks, and if it obtains a
majority vote it shall be declared adopted," and be it further
RESOLVED: That Headquarters and the Branches and all
ship's meetings give this matter thorough discussion and consideration, and if accepted, to urge all members to vote on it in
the interest of the welfare of our Union and the maintenance of
it on as democratic and progressive basis as can be devised, and
be it finally
RESOLVED: That copies of this Resolution be mimeographed
and sent to all offices of the Union, all ships and published in
the "Voice."
Submitted by FRANK McCORMICK-1868.
Introduced at the San Pedro Branch and unanimously adopted.
JOSEPH O'CONNOR, Agent.

Galley Notes
ers, and that he, as a member Of
the executive board of the Federation, asked for an expression of the
meeting as to how best to vote.
The meeting instructed Brother
Sneddon to accept the recommendation of the Federation, which
*
*
was in favor of Brother Fisher of
Lane
Eddie
Brother
In Portland,
MFOWW.
the
was elected chairman, and Harold
*
•
sergeantappointed
was
Anderson
at-arms. The minutes from head- PROTEST GREEN'S ACTION
A motion was made by Brother
quarters were accepted with the
exception of a few minor parts. Mays to protest the action of William Green and the executive board
a
a • a
of the AFL, for removing the naFOUGEROUSE CASE
convention of the AFL from
tional
Agent Fougerouse gave a resume
on the pretext that
Francisco
San
immigration
the
of
action
of the
hotel accomproper
not
was
there
office hearings in connection with
It was the feeling of
modations.
Norene,
Mr.
that
said
He
his case.
those who spoke on the motion,
the local inspector, who was the
that had the convention been held
framedthe
of
original instigator
in
San Francisco, it would have
up charges, had nothing more to
much toward building AFL.
done
enthe
that
and
ease
do with the
here on the coast.
unity
CIO
tire matter is now in the hands
*
*
▪
PerMadam
Labor
of
of Secretary
BROTHER
CHEER FOR
kins, in Washington.
It seems that the Honorable Mr. McCOURT
Norene objects strenuously to the Dear Lord in the battle that goes
on through life
scorching he received in the Voice
of the Federation and from hun- All I ask is a field that is fair,
dreds of unions throughout the A chance that is equal with all
in the strife,
country. It's just too had about
A courage to strive and dare . ..
Mr. Norene, now, isn't it?
It is requested that individuals And if I should win, let it be by
the code,
as well as labor organizations send
letters and resolutions to Madame With my faith and my honor held
high,
Perkins, protesting against the
charges which have been placed And if I should lose, let me stand
by the road and
against Agent Fougerouse.
Cheer the winners as they go by.
*
a
a
a
▪
LURLINE NIGHT
In San Francisco the last regular S. S. UTAHAN
The S. S. Utahan arrived in port
meeting was held on Wednesday
with
Brother Burns acting as the
rather than on Thursday, to enand Brother Allan,
able the crew of the S. S. Lurline ship's delegate
as
steward.
was
to attend the meeting. There
Brother Powers, messman on the
a good representation from the
ship,
was ill and as going to the
ship's crew present, and Brother
The main beef
Kulper, delegate of the Lurline, Marine Hospital.
from the messship
was
the
aboard
made an excellent report of the
men, who put in for an hour per
progressive union policies that are
day, due to the way that the ship
being carried out on that ship.
is constructed.
Brother Kulper stated that there
a
were very few beefs on the Lurline this trip and that the affair S. S. MEXICAN
Brother Hugh McIntyre is stewto raise funds for the King, Ramsay, Conner defense held in Hono- ard and reports there are eight
lulu, was a big success; that the men in the steward's department
letter that had been issued by the and that things are running along
assistant secretary regarding pro- smoothly. The ship is bound for
motions aboard ship, had been con- the East Coast.
a
curred in; that there had been
the
of
some
by
complaint
S.
MAKIKI
S.
some
Considerable complaint aboard
other groups aboard ship in regards to food and that a committee ship, when the company attempted
of stewards had been elected to .to have the petty officers, messmeet with the other departments men assist in peeling potatoes in
and make an investigation of the the galley. The messmen took the
position that they were well aware
situation.
*
of the fact that the cook and steward and second cook had too much
TIMLIN 0 NCIO COUNCIL
work to do but they did not think
reported
that
Brother Timlin
beginning a week from Friday a that the conditions of the messclass on parliamentary law, trade men should be broken down by
union history and public speaking them having to do work that has
will be hald at 111 Jones Street, never been done by messmen, but
every Friday night after 7 p. m. by either galley men, utility men
until 9 p. m. All members of CIO or cooks. The men were told that
this did not come in their customunions are invited to attend.
ary work and they were not to
a
do this.
SNEDDON REPORTS
*
*
*
Brother Sneddon for District
ROOM
KEEPS
DELEGATE
Council No. 2 that all is going well
Brother Sneddon reported at the
and that the Maritime Federation
is sending a legislative representa- last meeting that the room that
tive to Washington, D. C., that had been given to the ship's deleBro. Fisher of the Firemen's Union gate and one waiter, who acts as
had been proposed as well as oth- the delegate's secretary, was al-

Brother Red O'Neil of San Pedro
is back on the job and visiting his
ships each day. It has been a tough
break for Red, and we are sure
every one is happy to see him back
at work.

elections are as follows:
1st Class Waiters: Stengel.
Bedroom Stewards: Thompson.
Cabin Class: Mills.
Stewardesses: Liebelt.
Janitors & Messmen: Picadura.
Porters: Missi.
Topside: Burnett.
Bellboys: Dubre.
DELEGATE REPORTS
Brother Brownlee reported to t
ship's meeting in regards to thgrievances of the bellboys and o
the action that had been taken
regard to this matter by the boys

Here Is the gaping hole torn In the side of the S. S. Virginian when she collided with a tanker off the
Golden Gate. The chew's quarters were located near this spot. Fortunately, no one was hurt, but chances
for danger to workers was very' great.

Cooks Win
Gains On
S. S. Chipana
On arrival of the S. S. Chipana,
Delegate Wm. Bino had prepared a
complete list of changes that the
stewards' dept. wanted aboard ship.
The matter was taken up with
Mr. Center of the Grace Line by
Patrolman Cayton and after about
an hours inspection and discussion
the following requests were granted the department:
1. New mattresses for the messmen's fo'csle.
2. New cots for the stewards' department.
3. Installation of drawers and
shelves in the messroom.
4. Repair of leak in stewards'
toilet and repaintihg of the steam
pipes in shower, as well as repainting of toilet and shower.
5. A new fan for the galley.
6. Replacement of fan in messroom higher on the bulkhead, ,so
that it will not bump the heads of
the men.
7. Repainting crews' messroom.
8. Racks for suitcases in messmen's fo'csle and clothes hangers
for the entire crew.
The entire crew were united on
the question of securing an ice box
for the saloon and messroom. Mr.
Center stated that he had taken
this matter up with the management and had recommended that
the electric ice boxes be installed.
Brother Simpson is chief cook
aboard the ship. He and Brother
Bino make a good working combination.

most taken away from these brothers and given over to cadets. The
matter was taken up with Mr.
Hustler and fully explained to him.
They were told to come back at
3:30 for an answer. At 3;30 Mr.
Hustler. informed the patrolman
and the delegate that they would
keep their room.
a
a
*
MC&S PRAISED BY
MFOW&W AND SUP
The crew of the Lake Francis,
and Montanan, praised the stewards' department on those two
ships as being exceptionally clean
and putting out good food.
*
*
MONTEREY OFFERS
AMENDMENT
The crew of the Monterey, in
the ship's meeting of Feb. 4th, are
drawing a resolution to amend the
constitution, making it compulsory
that all members attend two ship's
meetings when at sea. The boys
also want the meeting, when they
are in the Port of San Francisco,
changed from Thursday to Wednesday, as it will give their men a
better opportunity to attend same.
a

STEWARDESS SHIPS,
Stewardess Sister Spears, who
was recently turned down by the
Matson Company on the claim that
she had no previous Matson Line
experience, joined the Lurline this
trip. Suppose some people think
one is born with Matson Line experience/
Sister Williams, who is a cabin
class stewardess, agreed to work
forward of B Deck, first class, for
two trips; to allow Stewardess
Spears to gain the necessary experience in cabin class.
After the second trip the two
sisters • will change positions.

Pres. Garfield Crew Has
Full Quota of Beefs
The S. S. President Garfield arrived in port last week, with the
ship in fairly good shape considering the fact that many of the
brothers aboard had not worked on
this particular type of ship before.
The cooks had the largest complaints and they were all good,
clean cut beefs. The chief steward
had entered into an agreement with
the cooks that they should receive
one hour's blanket overtime, which
was against the rules of the union,
as well as the desires of the company, but the men did not know
this and went for the proposition.
On arrival in San Francisco the
cooks and galley scullions found
themselves four hours short and
it was finally agreed that the men
should receive two houri; a day instead of one hour a, day overtime.
It was necessary to do this, as'no
record of the overtime had been
kept.
COMPANY WOULD MAKE COMBINED COOK AND PANTRYMAN
The chief cook had been leaving
his galley and going up into the
pantry and serving the steampress.
This is all out of line, since this
comes under the heading of pantrymen's work and not cook's work.
The company agreed to pay the
cook 36 hours for the time spent
working outside of his regular duties. An effort was then made to
iry to force this work on the cook.
The cook and the company were
both told that the union would not
stand for this, as this did not come
under the heading of cook's work,
but was pantryman's work.
These concessions were won only
after the cooks had refused to sign
articles until their overtime was
straightened up and definite statements were made as to what they
were to do.
The print,shop had been moved
down by the laundry, which meant
that it was almost. too hot to stay
in. The printer refused,to sign any
articles until changes were made
and it was not long until proper
ventilation was installed.
WAITERS GET OVERTIME
There was a verbal agreement
with the assistant port steward to
the effect that the waiters who had

a double setting and had to work
over their nine hours, would receive one hour and a half overtime
for each day coming around from
New York.
NMU MEN PROVE
WORTHY SEAMEN
The NMU brothers aboard the
ship were without exception a, very
splendid group of seamen. There
was no drunkenness among them.
The delegate was a level headed,
progressive and sensible lad and
the men had discharges for every
job they had held. The NMU delegate, Mackie Merrill, was aboard
the ship and every single NMU man
paid up his dues for the current
Month, before they were allowed to
sail. A collection was also taken
for the Voice of the Federation.
COOKS PROTEST WAGES
The following telegram was
drawn up by the cooks, butchers
and bakers aboard the S. S. President Garfield when the ship arrived in San Francisco. The galley
mechanics aboard the ship who set
a splendid record from New York
to San Francisco and brought the
ship in without a beef, vigorously
protested the wage scale that they
were working under, and the following telegram was drafted and
sent to the Maritime Commission:
"To the U. S. Maritime Commission
"Washington, D. C. •
"We, the below listed cooks,
butchers, bakers and pantrymen,
who are employed aboard the S. S.
President Garfield; hereby go on
record as vigorously protesting
against our wage scale aboard this
ship and other President Line
ships. These wages are out of all
proportion to the amount of work
to be done, as well as the type of
cooking that is demanded on a
passenger ship of this type.
"The present wage scale is due
to the trick maneuvering of certain Dollar Line officials and we
respectfully request that your committee working on minimum wages
and hours take into consideration
the conditions that exist in connection vith these wages.
"Signed by Nineteen cooks,
butchers, bankers and pantrymen."

and the union.
He expressed the desire that the
men would all discipline the
selves and come in with as good a
record as they did the previot
trip, so that they would be ill
better position to get consideratior
from the company.
He stated further that there were
some on the ship who said nothi
on the floor of the meeting, but in
the glory hole they made slande
ous statements; that it was his
opinion that if these brothers ha 1‘
anything to say with an element
truth in it that it should be said
on the floor of the meeting and n in the glory hole. It was moved
and seconded that the delegate
given a vote of thanks and appreciation for his work.
BELLBOYS RECEIVE SUPPOR
bellA motion was made that the
boys be given a vote of thanks al stand
confidence for the. militant
me
the
that
and
had
taken,
they
supporting
ing go on record as
their stand unanimously. The ni
dissenttion was carried without a
ing vote.
an
It was suggested under good
welfare, that a double shelf be P •
cab .
in the galley way next to the
put
pantry for the cabin waiters to

PRES. PIERCE MEN
MAKE GOOD RECORD
Brother W. D. Benton, ship's delrearrangement of galley.
egate on the President Pierce, re- 11. Painting capt the galley.
*
ports that the ship's crew of the
a
a
stewards department set a splenSHIP RETURNS FROM PEDRO
did record of service and that the
The ,President Pierce left Friday
majority of their complaints have
for Pedro and returned Monday
been straightened out.
morning where it went direct to
DEMANDS WON
Hunter's Point Drydock, where it is
After the ship's arrival in San to have its hull scraped and paintFrancisco the company made the ed. She will sail for Manila Friday,
February 24.
following adjustments:
••

1. New range in steerage galley.
2. Overhauling steam cookers.
3. Wash sink installed in pantry
for glassware.
4. Drain put under the ice water
tauce t.
5. Bake oven relined and overhauled.
6. Special work bench being installed in pantry for the third
baker for him to make hot
cakes and toaat on.
7. New egg boiler in galley.
8. Lockers for janitors' gear.
9. Putting all the night men in
one glory hole.
10. New work bench in galley and

their trays on.
forThe ship's crew is looking
clafirst
ward to having some
it IS
baseball games this trip and
brot
other
sincerely hoped by the
ha
ers of the union that they
time.
last
had
better luck than they
There were 220 members Proael -

ATTENTION FREIGHTER
DELEGATES
nuRecently there have been
merous attempts on the Part of
force
certain "big companies" to
galleymen's
Inessmen to do
work.
deleThe union is asking all
t
report
gates to immediately
01
.
existence
headquarters the
wher
any such condition, or
the
to
assigned
extrit men are
personship because increaser
nel are being signed on as
men.

Meals For.
Officers Is
Cause of Beefand t' i
SAN FRANCISCO-Sick chisel
ed of company attempts to of t
on their agreement, members Union
Marine Cooks and Stewards
refused Tuesday to sign on t

President Pierce.
.
job
The stewards sent on the
the of because
fused to sign on
that the
cers were demanding
rooiriS.
their
meals be served in
"
contrail,
is
Serving such meals
and tlagreement
to the MC&S
insisted that
stewards' crew simply
th
umu:al
beforethe ewgoiuvledn
assurance
would not be forced to Perf°1.131
a .-,
:
tr
weretasks not coveredu er bymt eFiciocnk
sign
they
dofficials, Mr.
Company
the In Mr. Bush, claimed that The men,
ordersacting under
cting
,pseadi.d they were a rm the
esvteerp
wowever,
h
-4.,
go
not
their own and would
Prac"
job until the room-service
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